President: Mr. Harri Holkeri ......................................... (Finland)

The meeting was called to order at 9.10 a.m.

Item 1 of the provisional agenda

Opening of the session by the Chairman of the delegation of Finland

The Temporary President: I declare open the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly, on HIV/AIDS.

Item 2 of the provisional agenda

Minute of silent prayer or meditation

The Temporary President: I invite representatives to stand and observe one minute of silent prayer or meditation.

The members of the General Assembly observed a minute of silent prayer or meditation.

Scale of assessments for the apportionment of the expenses of the United Nations (A/S-26/3)

The Temporary President: I should like, in keeping with the established practice, to invite the attention of the General Assembly to document A/S-26/3, which contains a letter addressed to the President of the General Assembly by the Secretary-General, in which he informs the Assembly that 16 Member States are in arrears in the payment of their financial contributions to the United Nations within the terms of Article 19 of the Charter.

I should like to remind delegations that, under Article 19 of the Charter,

“A Member of the United Nations which is in arrears in the payment of its financial contributions to the Organization shall have no vote in the General Assembly if the amount of its arrears equals or exceeds the amount of the contributions due from it for the preceding two full years.”

May I take it that the General Assembly duly takes note of the information contained in this document?

It was so decided.

Item 3 of the provisional agenda

Credentials of representatives to the special session of the General Assembly

(a) Appointment of the members of the Credentials Committee

The Temporary President: Rule 28 of the rules of procedure provides that the General Assembly, at the beginning of each session, shall appoint, on the proposal of the President, a Credentials Committee consisting of nine members.

In accordance with precedents and with General Assembly resolution 55/242 of 22 February 2001, the Credentials Committee of the twenty-sixth special session should have the same membership as that of the
fifty-fifth regular session of the Assembly, namely, the Bahamas, China, Ecuador, Gabon, Ireland, Mauritius, the Russian Federation, Thailand and the United States of America.

If there is no objection, I take it that the Assembly decides to appoint those States members of the Credentials Committee.

It was so decided.

The Temporary President: In this connection, may I invite the attention of the members of the Assembly to a note verbale from the Secretary-General, dated 26 April 2001, in which it was stated that credentials should be issued for all representatives to the special session, in accordance with rule 27 of the rules of procedure of the General Assembly.

I would urge all members to submit the credentials of their representatives to the Secretary-General as soon as possible.

Item 4 of the provisional agenda

Election of the President

The Temporary President: The Assembly decided in its resolution 55/242 that the twenty-sixth special session should take place under the presidency of the President of the fifty-fifth regular session, Mr. Harri Holkeri of Finland.

I take it that the Assembly wishes to elect Mr. Holkeri President of the General Assembly at its twenty-sixth special session by acclamation.

It was so decided.

The Temporary President: I extend my sincere congratulations to Mr. Harri Holkeri and invite him to assume the presidency.

I request the Chief of Protocol to escort the President to the podium.

Mr. Holkeri took the Chair.

Statement by Mr. Harri Holkeri, President of the General Assembly at its twenty-sixth special session

The President: I should like to welcome you all to the twenty-sixth special session of the United Nations General Assembly.

I should like to thank Mr. Osmo Soininvaara, Minister of Health and Social Services of the Republic of Finland, for presiding over the opening of this meeting prior to my election to this position. I am most grateful and pledge to see this session to a successful conclusion.

Today the international community has gathered in this Hall to mount a global response to the worse epidemic in our history — that of HIV/AIDS. Unknown until 20 years ago, HIV/AIDS has turned into a crisis that touches us all and that needs action by every one of us.

Fifty-eight million people have become infected with the virus. Of these, 22 million have died, leaving families, communities and entire nations seriously affected. More than 36 million around the world are living with HIV/AIDS, and every single day another 14,000 people become infected. Despite consistent efforts to date, the epidemic continues its rapid spread on all continents. The statistics are overwhelming and difficult for us to comprehend. We simply cannot imagine 10 million children orphaned by AIDS, and the figure is expected to rise to 40 million in less than 10 years. It is hard to imagine that in some regions one in four or five adults is living with the virus and is likely to have his or her life cut short in its prime.

Today, at this special session of the General Assembly, we welcome the many courageous people - men and women - living with the virus who have come to New York and whose presence here makes this special session unique. The decision of the General Assembly, alarmed by the accelerating spread of the epidemic, to convene a special session of the General Assembly as a matter of urgency shows that the world is committed to intensifying efforts to contain the epidemic and tackle the crisis.

We can have the best technical strategies in the world to combat this disease and still make no difference if we do not have strong leadership. In this session we will galvanize political commitment and leadership. Such leadership is represented here today from all corners of the world and from all levels of our society. Prevention, care, treatment and support and the efforts to find a vaccine and care for children orphaned by AIDS are also critical. These are additional reasons why this special session is so important in the history of the epidemic. This special session is a landmark in the history of the United Nations. With our concerted
efforts, we will be able to turn the tide and contain the spread of HIV/AIDS.

Preparing for this special session has been a Herculean effort for all of us, not the least for the two co-facilitators, Ambassador Wensley of Australia and Ambassador Ka of Senegal. I wish to thank them wholeheartedly for their enormous and tireless work and effort. I regret to say that there still remains a difference in views on certain issues. I appeal to delegations to resolve the remaining issues.

Let me now call on the Secretary-General of the United Nations, His Excellency Mr. Kofi Annan.

The Secretary-General: We are here to discuss an unprecedented crisis, but one that has a solution: an unprecedented response from all of us. We are here to agree on the action we will take.

In the 20 years since the world first heard of AIDS, the epidemic has spread to every corner of the world. It has killed almost 22 million people. It has left 13 million children orphaned. Today, as we heard from the President, more than 36 million people worldwide are living with HIV/AIDS. Last year alone, more than 5 million people were infected. Every day, another 15,000 people acquire the virus.

In some African countries, it has set back development by a decade or more. And now it is spreading with frightening speed in Eastern Europe, in Asia and in the Caribbean.

Up to now, the world's response has not measured up to the challenge. But this year, we have seen a turning point. AIDS can no longer do its deadly work in the dark. The world has started to wake up.

We have seen it happen in the media and public opinion, led by doctors and social workers, by activists and economists; above all by people living with the disease. We have seen it happen among Governments. And we have seen it happen in the private sector. Never since this nightmare began has there been such a moment of common cause.

Never have we felt such a need to combine leadership, partnership and solidarity. Leadership is needed in every country, in every community and at the international level, where the entire United Nations system is now engaged.

All of us must recognize AIDS as our problem. All of us must make it our priority. Partnership is needed between Governments, private companies, foundations, international organizations and, of course, civil society.

Non-governmental organizations have been at the forefront of the fight against AIDS from the very start. All of us must learn from their experience, and follow their example. How right it is that they are playing an active part in this session.

Finally, solidarity is needed between the healthy and the sick, between rich and poor; above all, between richer and poorer nations.

Spending on the battle against AIDS in the developing world needs to rise to roughly five times its present level. The developing countries themselves are ready to provide their share, as African leaders pledged at the Abuja summit. But they cannot do it alone.

Ordinary people in the developed countries are now showing that they understand this. I urge their leaders to act accordingly. We must mobilize the money required for this exceptional effort and we must make sure it is used effectively. That is why I have called for a global AIDS and health fund, open to both Governments and private donors, to help us finance the comprehensive, coherent, coordinated strategy we need.

Our goal is to make the fund operational by the end of this year. I will continue to work with all the stakeholders to ensure that we meet that goal. Let me applaud those who have already pledged contributions. I hope others will follow their example, during and after this special session.

When we urge others to change their behaviour so as to protect themselves against infection, we must be ready to change our own behaviour in the public arena. We cannot deal with AIDS by making moral judgements or by refusing to face unpleasant facts, and still less by stigmatizing those who are infected and making out that it is all their fault.

We can only do it by speaking clearly and plainly about the ways that people become infected and about what they can do to avoid infection. And let us remember that every person who is infected — whatever the reason — is a fellow human being, with human rights and human needs.
Let no one imagine that we can protect ourselves by building barriers between us and them, for, in the ruthless world of AIDS, there is no “us” and “them”.

My friends, to do all this we must change, if not for our own sakes, then for our children’s. We must make this session of the General Assembly truly special and we must send the world a message of hope.

The President: I thank the Secretary-General for his statement.

Item 5 of the provisional agenda

Organization of the session (A/RES/55/242)

The President: In accordance with General Assembly resolution 55/242 of 22 February 2001, the following arrangements contained in the annex of the resolution shall apply to the twenty-sixth special session.

The Vice-Presidents of the twenty-sixth special session shall be the same as those of the fifty-fifth regular session of the General Assembly. The Vice-Presidents of the fifty-fifth regular session are the following Member States: Belarus, Bhutan, Burkina Faso, China, the Comoros, El Salvador, France, Gabon, Guinea, Haiti, Kuwait, Maldives, Mozambique, the Russian Federation, Suriname, Tunisia, Turkey, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America, Uzbekistan and Yemen.

If there is no objection, I shall take it that the Assembly decides to elect by acclamation those States Vice-Presidents of the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly.

It was so decided.

The President: Regarding the Chairpersons of the Main Committees of the twenty-sixth special session, the Chairpersons of the Main Committees of the fifty-fifth regular session shall serve in the same capacity at the special session.

The Chairpersons of the Main Committees at the fifty-fifth regular session are the following: First Committee, U Mya Than of Myanmar; Special Political and Decolonization Committee (Fourth Committee), Mr. Matia Mulumba Semakula Kiwanuka of Uganda; Second Committee, Mr. Alexandru Niculescu of Romania; Third Committee, Mrs. Yvonne Gittens-Joseph of Trinidad and Tobago; Fifth Committee, Mr. Gert Rosenthal of Guatemala; Sixth Committee, Mr. Mauro Politi of Italy.

If there is no objection, I shall take it that the Assembly decides to elect by acclamation those representatives Chairpersons of the Main Committees at the twenty-sixth special session.

It was so decided.

The President: As concerns the First Committee, in the absence of its Chairman, Mr. Alberto Guani of Uruguay, Vice-Chairman of the First Committee, has been designated to act as Chairman of that Committee for the duration of the special session.

As concerns the Special Political and Decolonization (Fourth) Committee, in the absence of its Chairman, Mr. Patrick Albert Lewis of Antigua and Barbuda, Vice-Chairman of the Special Political and Decolonization (Fourth) Committee, has been designated to act as Chairman of that Committee for the duration of the special session.

As concerns the Sixth Committee, in the absence of its Chairman, Mr. Marcelo Vázquez of Ecuador, Vice-Chairman of the Sixth Committee, has been designated to act as Chairman of that Committee for the duration of the special session.

As members are aware, pursuant to Assembly resolution 55/13 of 3 November 2000, I appointed Ms. Penny Wensley, Permanent Representative of Australia to the United Nations, and Mr. Ibra Deguène Ka, Permanent Representative of Senegal to the United Nations, as co-facilitators.

In accordance with Assembly resolution 55/242, four round tables shall be held at the twenty-sixth special session. The Chairpersons of the four round tables shall be from the four regional groups not represented by the President of the General Assembly. They shall be selected by their respective regional groups. I should like to inform Members that the Chairpersons of the round tables are as follows: round table 1, The Right Honourable Denzil Douglas, Prime Minister of St. Kitts and Nevis; round table 2, Mr. Grzegorz Opala, Minister of Health of Poland; round table 3, The Honourable Dato’ Seri Suleiman Mohamad, Deputy Minister of Health of Malaysia; round table 4, Mr. Benjamin William Mkapa, President of the United Republic of Tanzania.
Regarding the General Committee, it shall consist of the President, the 21 Vice-Presidents and the Chairpersons of the six Main Committees of the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly, as well as the two facilitators and the Chairpersons of the round tables.

The General Committee of the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly has now been fully constituted.

We turn now to matters concerning the participation of speakers other than Member States in the work of the special session.

On the basis of General Assembly resolution 55/242, observers may make statements in the debate in plenary. A number of organizations and entities, having received a standing invitation to participate as observers in the sessions and the work of the General Assembly, may participate in the twenty-sixth special session as observers.

States members of the specialized agencies of the United Nations that are not Members of the United Nations may participate in the work of the twenty-sixth special session as observers. A limited number of these observers may also participate in each round table.

Heads of entities of the United Nations system, including programmes, funds, the specialized agencies and regional commissions, may make statements in the debate in plenary. The Executive Director of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS will be given the opportunity to make a statement early in the debate in plenary.

Entities of the United Nations system with specific expertise in areas related to the themes of the round tables will be invited to participate in the round tables.

In accordance with paragraph 16 of the annex to resolution 55/242, given the availability of time, a limited number of accredited civil society actors may make statements in the debate in plenary. The Assembly requested the President of the General Assembly to conduct appropriate consultations with Member States and also with accredited civil society actors before presenting a list of selected accredited civil society actors that may participate in each round table to the Member States for consideration on a non-objection basis for final decision by the General Assembly.

As members are aware, the General Assembly, at its fifty-fifth session, did not reach an agreement on the list of selected accredited civil society actors to participate in the debate in plenary and in the round tables. In conference room paper HIV/AIDS/CRP.6, to which is attached, for final decision by the General Assembly, the list of selected accredited civil society actors for participation in the debate in the plenary and in the round tables, as originally proposed in my letter of 13 June 2001, and subsequently revised by my letter of 21 June 2001 and orally corrected during the 104th plenary meeting of the fifty-fifth regular session of the General Assembly on 22 June 2001, was transmitted to all permanent missions on 23 June 2001.

In connection with the participation of civil society actors in round table 2, the General Assembly has before it document A/S-26/L.1. I should like to inform the Assembly that consultations are still under way regarding the list of selected civil society actors. We shall take up this matter again after we have heard the last speaker this morning.

There will be eight plenary meetings over the three-day period, with three meetings per day for the first two days: from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. and from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.; there will be two meetings on the last day: from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

I should like to inform the Assembly that I intend to start the plenary meetings promptly at 9 a.m., 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. In this connection I would like to assure the Assembly that I shall be in the chair punctually at the scheduled time. I sincerely hope that all delegations will make a special effort to cooperate in this regard.

With regard to the length of statements in the debate in the plenary, I should like to remind delegates that in accordance with Assembly resolution 55/242,
all statements in the debate in the plenary shall be limited to five minutes. In connection with the time limits, a light system has been installed at the speaker’s rostrum, which functions as follows: a green light will be activated at the start of the speaker’s statement; an orange light will be activated 30 seconds before the end of the 5 minutes; and a red light will be activated when the 5 minute limit has elapsed.

In view of the large number of speakers already inscribed on the list, I should like to appeal to speakers in the debate in the plenary to cooperate in observing the time limits of their statements, so that all those inscribed on the list of speakers for a given meeting will be heard at that meeting.

I should now like to draw the attention of delegates to a matter concerning the participation of Palestine, in its capacity as observer, in the sessions and work of the General Assembly.

Members will recall Assembly resolution 52/250 of 7 July 1998 and its annex, as well as a note by the Secretary-General contained in document A/52/1002 that outlines the Secretary-General’s understanding of the implementation of the modalities annexed to the resolution. I should like to draw your attention in particular to paragraph 6 of the annex to resolution 52/250, which reads as follows:

“The right to make interventions, with a precursory explanation or the recall of relevant General Assembly resolutions being made only once by the President of the General Assembly at the start of each session of the Assembly.”

Accordingly, for the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly, the observer of Palestine will participate in the work of the Assembly in accordance with Assembly resolution 3237 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974, resolution 43/177 of 15 December 1988 and resolution 52/250 of 7 July 1998, with no further need for a precursory explanation prior to any intervention by Palestine in this special session.

I should now like to report on the status of the draft declaration. Despite great efforts to reach agreement on the text of the draft declaration, regrettably, up until this moment no final agreement has been reached. I should like to inform the Assembly that it is my intention to submit the text as it stands now, to be issued as a document of the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly, for further consideration. As the special session is only for three days, I strongly appeal to Member States to continue with their informal consultations, with a view to reaching agreement on the text for action at our last meeting on Wednesday afternoon, 27 June.

Item 6 of the provisional agenda

Adoption of the agenda

The President: The provisional agenda of the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly is contained in document A/S-26/1.

In order to expedite its work, the Assembly may wish to consider the provisional agenda directly in plenary meeting without referring it to the General Committee. May I take it that the General Assembly agrees to this procedure?

It was so decided.

The President: May I take it then that the Assembly wishes to adopt the provisional agenda as it appears in document A/S-26/1?

It was so decided.

Agenda item 7

Review of the problem of human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) in all its aspects

The President: The Assembly will now begin its debate on agenda item 7.

The Assembly will hear a statement by His Excellency El Hadj Omar Bongo, President of the Gabonese Republic.

President Bongo (Gabonese Republic) (spoke in French): We are gathered here once again to talk about AIDS and to seek together appropriate strategies to fight it. This disease, which has been spreading unbelievably for twenty years, particularly affects the developing countries and is ravaging their populations.

I feel obliged to pay particular tribute to you, Mr. Secretary-General, for your personal involvement and ability to mobilize the international community. This special session of the General Assembly on AIDS demonstrates not only your effectiveness in implementing the decisions of Member States, but also that we are on the right track.
Since the appearance of the first cases of AIDS, tremendous progress has been made in research by the major laboratories. Drugs that slow down the development of the disease exist, but this is not yet a victory. A treatment that cures and a vaccine that prevents have not yet been found. The laboratories thus must continue their research.

As regards access to treatment, the developing countries are still not able to obtain new treatments. But the spirit of fairness, of justice and of humanity demands that drugs be available to all.

In this spirit, while developing countries have a duty of support and involvement, the rich countries — which have the greatest responsibility not to betray humankind — have a duty of humanity and solidarity.

The global AIDS and health fund, a solidarity fund that will receive contributions from various sources — and I am thinking in particular of the richest countries — must be fully and swiftly operational. This fund will thus make it possible for developing countries to obtain up-to-date drugs and to continue strategies of prevention.

Thanks to this fund and its management, financing for research and access to drugs for developing countries, there will be new hope, particularly hope of finding a real treatment that will erase AIDS from the map of the world. Smallpox has disappeared; polio is vanishing; AIDS must also go.

In such a plan, Africa — and this was demonstrated recently at the Abuja Summit — is ready to assume its share of partnership in fighting AIDS. As regards Gabon, apart from standard preventive actions, we have created a solidarity fund to fight AIDS.

Now is the time for us to act together. It is an opportunity to show future generations that at a particular moment, in the face of a scourge threatening humankind, the world was able to react in “solidarity”. Thus, for once in history, the word solidarity will have taken on its full meaning. Together, thus, in a committed and dynamic partnership, let us choose humankind.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. Festus Mogae, President of the Republic of Botswana.

President Mogae: I wish at the outset to commend the Secretary-General for his strong leadership in the struggle against HIV/AIDS, and in particular the initiative to establish the global fund to fight it. The HIV/AIDS pandemic is the most serious global challenge facing humanity at the present time. The convening of a United Nations special session of the General Assembly on HIV/AIDS is therefore fitting and opportune, but perhaps a little overdue. But if we act decisively, we can redeem ourselves.

HIV/AIDS poses a threat to global security and peace, as well as sustained development, through the reversal of development gains that the world has achieved. If resolute and concerted action is not taken against the spread of HIV/AIDS, the human death toll and suffering inflicted will be catastrophic.

Furthermore, if the HIV/AIDS pandemic is not contained, it will accentuate disparities in living standards between developed and developing countries. Developing countries, particularly the poorest, many of which are on the African continent — my continent — are also the countries least able to put into effect efficacious strategies to counter the pandemic. This is so because of their lack of human and material resources, underdeveloped health-care systems, lack of health research capacity, lack of social security and a generally low level of development, which is made worse by low rates of economic growth and declining levels of official development assistance.

The HIV/AIDS pandemic is severely limiting the development prospects of the affected countries through the loss of skilled human resources, declines in productivity and the reallocation of budgetary and human resources from development activities towards those related to the pandemic. The unchecked spread of the HIV/AIDS pandemic therefore poses a threat to the goal of the reduction of global poverty by half by the year 2015. Increased disparities in living standards between developed and developing countries are not acceptable, or at least they should not be acceptable.

In the global village in which we live today, which is characterized by high mobility of people across countries, no country is safe from the ravages of the pandemic. Therefore, it is in the interest of each and every one of us to ensure that we do everything in our power to eliminate the spread of HIV/AIDS in the quickest possible time and in the most effective way.

The international community needs to commit substantial financial and other resources to supporting strengthened HIV/AIDS prevention strategies,
especially information, education and communication, including counselling and testing. It must also provide assistance to develop and extend social support systems to deal with the consequences of HIV/AIDS, support scientific research for AIDS drugs and vaccines, improve access to antiretroviral drugs for the poor and most affected countries, and make the drugs available at affordable prices on a sustained basis. Further, the international community should deal decisively with traditional, cultural and religious beliefs and practices that inhibit the fight against HIV/AIDS and, most importantly, ensure that the fight against HIV/AIDS does not come at the cost of sustainable development and improved living standards for developing nations.

In Botswana, the National HIV/AIDS Strategic Plan embodies a multisectoral approach and a close working relationship among the public and private sectors as well as non-governmental organizations (NGOs). The implementation of the plan is overseen by a committed leadership across the broad spectrum of our society. Our key prevention strategies include house-to-house counselling, behaviour change targeted at youths and other vulnerable groups, voluntary counselling and testing, and programmes to prevent mother-to-child transmission. A combination of hospitalization and community home-based approach is the cornerstone of care for AIDS patients and support for orphans, vulnerable children, and affected families. Treatment strategies include pain management and symptomatic treatment as well as the prevention and treatment of opportunistic infections. We shall shortly introduce antiretroviral treatment in our public health facilities to complement all these activities, as part of the strategy for fighting AIDS.

I appeal to the international community, NGOs, the private sector and humanity at large to do all that is necessary to avert the aggravation of human suffering, death and misery that the HIV/AIDS catastrophe brings to many people. Needless to say, substantial resources are necessary to mount an effective fight against the pandemic. This is an urgent matter which calls for immediate action and committed leadership.

Although not reflected in the United Nations system’s film footage, at the Millennium Summit I devoted my entire speech to the issue of HIV/AIDS. I am gratified that the Secretary-General and his top officials were listening, as is reflected in their current positions.

In that respect, Botswana fully supports the proposal to establish a global fund for HIV/AIDS. It is encouraging to note that the United States Government and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation — and, I have been lately informed, the British and the French and others — have already taken the lead by pledging contributions to the fund. It is important for the fund to have criteria that will ensure that its resources are used to meet the needs of countries most seriously affected by HIV/AIDS, such as my own country. It would be unjust to exclude countries such as my own on account of perceived or supposedly high per capita income. The fund should have efficient and flexible rules of operation and mechanisms for the disbursement of the funds, and should give priority to the most affected countries.

I wish to conclude by stating that, without doubt, the challenge of the millennium is to reverse the effects of the pandemic, not only through prevention and care strategies but by meaningfully addressing the structural determinants, such as poverty and gender inequality, which exacerbate the spread of HIV/AIDS. I appeal to the world community to be innovative, bold and courageous in embracing and respecting that challenge. What is really required of us is a social revolution, a willingness to commit, to share and to prioritize: a social vaccine against harmful practices and the violation of human rights. We have the inner strength in our humanity to win this war. That is my conviction, and, if nothing else, let us all leave this Hall with the determination to persist and persevere, and to give our children a viable future.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. Denzil Douglas, Prime Minister of Saint Kitts and Nevis.

Mr. Douglas (Saint Kitts and Nevis): Last year we shared in the excitement and heightened expectations of a new millennium. Leaders spoke optimistically about the future and agreed to work to improve the lives of our peoples. In Saint Kitts and Nevis, we too were optimistic despite the multitude of problems that threaten to derail the optimism of our efforts to develop the human potential of our people in its fullest sense. We applaud the United Nations for coming to play a pivotal role and for demonstrating leadership in helping to address many of the challenges we face.
One of those challenges is the pandemic of HIV/AIDS. The reality of that disease and of its devastating potential is well documented, and the decision of the United Nations to focus global attention on that disease is both opportune and necessary. This special session on HIV/AIDS offers an opportunity for us to look more closely at the reality of the disease, at its impact and at what should be done to address it. My delegation praises the Secretary-General for his forward-thinking millennium report (A/54/2000), which called on policy makers to work to arrest the spread of this deadly disease and to register tangible results by the year 2015.

That is indeed a monumental task, but it is a necessary one, because the reality for people living with AIDS is a tragically grim one. The stigma of the disease, the wider social ostracism, alienation within families and the lack of resources to get treatment all represent serious obstacles to addressing this serious problem. Additionally, we in the small economies of the Caribbean are especially troubled by the potential of this disease to decimate a generation of young people, weaken our economies, and set back human development by decades.

Although the rate of infection in the Caribbean is a fraction of that of the worst-affected countries in Africa, it has been reported that the Caribbean region ranks second, behind sub-Saharan Africa. In percentage terms, it is higher than those of North America and of South-East Asia. Regrettably, the institutions and private foundations that pledge to assist the countries of Africa do not appear to have recognized the seriousness of the situation in the Caribbean region.

Recent statistics from the Caribbean Epidemiology Centre (CAREC) and UNAIDS suggest that approximately 360,000 adults and children are living with AIDS in the Caribbean region, of whom an estimated 60,000 adults and children have been newly infected with the HIV virus. It is suggested that, in the Caribbean, 70 per cent of the reported AIDS cases are in persons between the ages of 15 and 44 years, and 50 per cent are in persons between the ages of 25 and 34 years. The statistics paint an alarming picture.

This disease, although it does not discriminate, has proved to be overwhelmingly devastating to the young, to the poor and to our womenfolk. In the face of this phenomenon, Caribbean countries have been steadfast and proactive. We have taken steps to build the requisite national infrastructure and to strengthen regional mechanisms to stem the spread of this deadly disease.

For its part, my Government has to that end forged strategic partnerships with CAREC, with the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), with local private sector organizations, with civil society, with persons infected with the disease, and with others. Those frank and open discussions have resulted in the development in Saint Kitts and Nevis of a strategic plan for the national response to HIV/AIDS. Our expanded national response embraces several key health promotion strategies that are detailed in the regionally developed plan for Caribbean cooperation in health. It is premised on the importance of continued holistic and multi-sectoral involvement. It also envisages engaged political and financial support from my Government and calls for participation from society at large.

Through that approach, we intend to meet head-on the challenges posed by HIV/AIDS and to encourage broad participation in planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of programmes designed to prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS. The programs we are undertaking are geared not only towards placing us on the front line in the fight to arrest the spread of this deadly disease, but also towards allowing us to develop mechanisms to provide access to treatment and care. We thank and applaud CAREC, UNAIDS and PAHO for their support, and we look forward to their continued engagement in the Caribbean region as we battle this pandemic. In the past two and a half years, my Government has committed 10 per cent of the health budget to AIDS-related programmes.

But, like countries in Africa, the Caribbean countries have little access to the oft-expensive antiretroviral medicines that can prolong the lives or improve the health of infected persons. The prohibitive cost of those drugs has put them out of the reach of even the budgets of most Caribbean Governments.

Antiretroviral drugs and inexpensive access are fundamental to any viable and productive treatment approach to the HIV/AIDS pandemic. In the absence of these drugs, most patients diagnosed with AIDS may die within two years. Hardly any of these individuals can afford the $10,000 to $20,000 a year necessary for
treatment, which is usually administered by private doctors and, in many cases, outside the region.

In closing, I stand before the Assembly this morning to remind the international community that HIV/AIDS is not people-specific. It does not have a country bias; it threatens us all. It should force us to accept that in the struggle to preserve the fabric of our humanity we must work together to solve this global problem.

In hosting this special session we have made a positive step, and we must now do much, much more.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. Abdoulaye Wade, President of the Republic of Senegal.

President Wade (spoke in French): By meeting for three consecutive days at the highest possible level to discuss the issue of HIV/AIDS, the General Assembly is rightly reflecting the concerns of the international community about the persistent seriousness of this scourge. It is a genuine worldwide threat, and thus it calls for global and concerted action that is commensurate with the scale of the scourge.

Notwithstanding the range of circumstances, it must be recognized that today no country in the world is immune from this terrible disease, which most affects women and young people in the flower of youth, disrupts family and community structures and seriously undermines entire economic sectors. The time for observations has passed. We must act urgently and at all social levels to halt the destructive spiral of AIDS. Combating AIDS means, first of all, talking about it and breaking the conspiracy of silence once and for all. It further means breaking down taboos and overcoming the prejudices surrounding this disease and its victims. Lastly, it means informing, sensitizing and educating, and addressing the patients’ physical, psychological and social needs, preventing them from being marginalized.

In Africa the HIV/AIDS pandemic has created an exceptional situation, as has been acknowledged by the summit of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) on HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and other associated infectious diseases. This summit was held in Abuja, Nigeria, last April. I would like to recall here the commitment made at Abuja to devote 15 per cent of our national budgets to health — with the fight against AIDS a top priority.

In Senegal, since the appearance of the first cases in 1986, we have taken the appropriate steps to address the situation by setting up a national committee to combat AIDS; strengthening blood-transfusion policies, including the systematic screening of blood donations; and selling commercial AIDS-detection tests at reasonable, State-subsidized prices. In addition to these efforts, there has been a vigorous public information, education and awareness campaign, led jointly by public authorities, non-governmental organizations, opinion leaders and even religious leaders, who through their preaching have provided the spiritual and moral dimension that is indispensable to the fight against AIDS.

These measures, combined with many others, have enabled Senegal to keep the rate of infection below 2 per cent of the population. Further, the relevant international bodies, such as the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), have recognized and praised Senegal’s success in its efforts to curb the disease. Hence there is not necessarily a connection between underdevelopment and the propagation of AIDS.

Senegal in any event is ready to share its experience and the expertise of its researchers and other experts as a contribution to solidarity and the pooling of our efforts to combat the HIV/AIDS threat.

Although in the absence of a vaccine, prevention remains the surest defence against AIDS, the problems associated with access to currently available treatments should not be ignored. The exorbitant cost of drugs — costs that are determined exclusively by the profit motive — is, it must be admitted, simply immoral and unacceptable, in that these costs undermine the sacred and fundamental right of human beings to life. The effectiveness of a medical treatment is of little real value if it is not available to the majority. This is why, thanks to open and constructive dialogue with its partners, my Government has reached an agreement that substantially lowers the cost of AIDS treatment. In the same spirit, next year Senegal will begin the first tests of a preventive vaccine against AIDS.

The international meeting on access to treatment for AIDS victims that Senegal will be holding on 30 November and 1 December this year, thanks to French cooperation, is also part of this twofold preventive and healing approach. I would like at this point to express my thanks to France and to all who
will be contributing to making this meeting a success. I would also like to pay a firm tribute to Secretary-General Kofi Annan for his persistent support of and devotion to the fight against AIDS. I know that very recently he made a personal gesture, contributing to the global AIDS fund.

As we are meeting here, millions of men and women around the world are living with AIDS and are inflicted by physical and psychological suffering, haunted equally by the deadliness of the disease and by faint hopes of surviving. These men and women are looking to us. Thus the international community must take up all the challenges. It now has the necessary resources to successfully address the AIDS pandemic. All that is needed is political resolve. This is the work that brings us here. History will judge us on how we carry it out.

So let us work together so that, beyond the diplomatic niceties, this twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly will be immediately followed by specific and decisive action to safeguard present and future generations. The time to act is now. Tomorrow will be too late.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. John Agyekum Kufuor, President of the Republic of Ghana.

President Kufuor: It is a great honour for me to participate in the twenty-sixth special session of the General Assembly, on HIV/AIDS — a session that aims at reviewing and addressing the problem of HIV/AIDS in all its aspects and at securing a global commitment for intensified and coordinated action at the global and national levels against the pandemic. This meeting, being the first ever of the General Assembly to strategize against a major disease, is historic and significant. It is clear evidence of the global awareness of the need and the resolve to stand together and fight against threats to humanity. HIV/AIDS is a horrifying threat to all the joy of life itself.

It is a fact that no continent has been spared the spread of HIV/AIDS. However, Africa has been the hardest hit, especially sub-Saharan Africa. According to available statistics, Africa is home to 70 per cent of adults and 80 per cent of children living with HIV/AIDS. These statistics are frightening — even more so given the fact that we know that only about 40 per cent of the cases are recorded. What this means is that our social security and our economic development efforts are being undermined, too fast for us to contain the situation by ourselves. It is imperative, therefore, that we marshal all available support and resources to arrest the situation on the continent.

It is in recognition of this urgent need for concerted action against the pandemic that we, the leaders of Africa, met in Abuja in April 2001 to sound the clarion call for battle readiness on the continent and to seek the necessary support from all the nations of the world. It was at this meeting that the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Kofi Annan, launched the global HIV/AIDS and health fund to constitute the central war chest to combat this universal menace.

In Ghana, since 1986, when the first cases of HIV/AIDS were reported, the Government has instituted measures to combat the disease. Those measures culminated in the formulation of a National HIV/AIDS Strategic Framework and in the establishment of the Ghana AIDS Commission under the Office of the Presidency.

Today HIV/AIDS concerns are being mainstreamed into sector plans, with specific roles assigned to private- and public-sector organizations. Civil society, including non-governmental organizations (NGOs), religious groups and traditional rulers, are now fully involved in open discussions in the media. This is helping to eliminate any moral squeamishness towards sufferers and encourage open discussion and increased information, in order to enhance management of the pandemic.

The success of these policies and programmes in Ghana, as elsewhere in Africa, is, however, dependent on the availability of financial and material resources, which are woefully inadequate on the continent. Despite the budgetary constraints faced by Governments in Africa, it was decided at the Abuja Summit that at least 15 per cent of our annual budgets would be allocated to the improvement of the health sector to combat the pandemic. Significant as this initiative is, it must be admitted that it will be inadequate without sustained and concerted international assistance directed at both prevention of the disease and mitigation of its impact on sufferers and on society.

In this regard, Ghana lends its support to the call by the Secretary-General for the establishment of a
As we all acknowledge, humanity is facing a global emergency caused by HIV/AIDS. From all corners of the world, we are confronted with disturbing figures about the incredible spread of the pandemic. Every single day, the infection and death toll grow, and the epidemic claims more and more victims.

Southern Africa is so far the hardest-hit region, comprising seven of the 10 most affected countries in the world. Our families are increasingly impoverished, our work force drastically reduced and our children orphaned. The basic social and economic fabric of communities and the political stability of nations are threatened.

The magnitude of the problem posed by the HIV/AIDS pandemic has been duly recognized by world leaders who, in adopting the Millennium Declaration, committed themselves to halt and begin to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS, and to help Africa build its capacity to tackle this tragic pandemic.

This special session is being convened in the spirit that a global crisis such as the HIV/AIDS pandemic must be addressed through global action. My Government believes that the declaration we are about to adopt at this historic meeting should ensure a global commitment to the coordination and strengthening of national, regional and international efforts to combat the epidemic in an integrated manner. We urge the international community to show the necessary political will to relieve the unprecedented sorrow and pain the pandemic is causing to humanity.

We know, and it is widely acknowledged, that poverty, the stigma attached to HIV/AIDS, a lack of information and weak health infrastructures are hindering our quest in southern Africa to successfully fight this epidemic. We have been less willing to acknowledge, and to break our silence regarding, the sexual behaviour and the gender inequalities that drive the epidemic.

AIDS is not like smallpox and polio. We may not be able to eliminate it simply with a one-time vaccination or course of shots for children, since new strains of HIV are constantly evolving. Unlike the communicable killer diseases we have encountered most often in the past, HIV is transmitted through the most intimate and private human relationships, through sexual violence and commercial sex; it proliferates mostly because of women’s poverty and inequality.
In Mozambique, the overall rate of HIV infection among girls and young women, estimated at 15 per cent, is twice that of boys their age, not because the girls are promiscuous, but because nearly three out of five are married by age 18, 40 per cent of them to much older, sexually experienced men who may expose their wives to HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.

Similar patterns are common in other nations where HIV is rapidly spreading. Abstinence is not an option for these child brides. Those who try to negotiate condom use commonly face violence or rejection. In heterosexual sex, girls and women are biologically more vulnerable to infection than boys or men.

To reverse the current situation, African leaders recently signed the Abuja Declaration, thus committing themselves to furthering their leadership in the fight against HIV/AIDS. In the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region, our collective actions are guided by the SADC HIV/AIDS Strategic Framework and Programme of Action. Within the framework of the Community of Portuguese-Speaking Countries, we are working towards the adoption of a multilateral instrument aimed at maximizing the results of existing national programmes, as well as bilateral and multilateral cooperation in the fight against HIV/AIDS.

The fight against HIV/AIDS is a priority area for Government action in Mozambique. In this endeavour, our Government has adopted a multisectoral approach, with the active involvement of all stakeholders. To coordinate the multisectoral action, a national council to combat HIV/AIDS was established to ensure that Mozambicans have access to information and services. The Government also adopted a national strategic plan to combat HIV/AIDS and to reduce absolute poverty.

The key platform of our national policy to combat HIV/AIDS is prevention. For prevention to be successful, we must break our silence and speak clearly without taboos. We must strive to create a healthy environment where the community can access accurate information about the pandemic.

Accordingly, we must give special attention to vulnerable groups such as women and young people, girls in particular. We are striving to provide the necessary information and skills that will empower them to protect themselves. We must summon the courage to talk frankly and constructively about sexuality. We must recognize the pressures on our children to have sex that is neither safe nor loving. We must provide them with information, communication skills and, yes, condoms. In this process, we count on the interest and valuable contribution of families, community leaders, non-governmental organizations and religious leaders to advance awareness campaigns and other educational undertakings, without disrupting moral values.

Our children are another group requiring special attention. We shall not discriminate against orphans living with HIV/AIDS, nor those who became so because their relatives were claimed by the epidemic. We shall, however, strive to ensure that programmes are in place, supported primarily by communities, to ensure that orphan children are accorded an adequate environment for living their lives smoothly. The voices of those affected by the pandemic must be heard and taken into consideration.

For the success of our national efforts to combat HIV/AIDS, a genuine and strong partnership among all relevant stakeholders is fundamental. Since HIV/AIDS is a global problem that calls for a global solution and action, this special session must call on those countries that managed to halt and reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS, as well as those in a position to do so, to support countries in need.

The success of our fight against HIV/AIDS requires political will and leadership at both the national and international levels. We, the leaders gathered here, have the ways and means to deliver a bright and safe future for our children. We must not leave for tomorrow the current unsustainable global patterns of poverty, debt and the shameful and immoral prices demanded for drugs and medicines to treat HIV/AIDS. Let us strive to enhance scientific research towards providing affordable means of prevention, care and treatment, including a vaccine against HIV/AIDS, and better protective methods, such as microbicides, that women can use with or without the cooperation of their partners.

My delegation would like to commend the United Nations family, and the Secretary-General in particular, for the proposed creation of the global fund to fight against HIV/AIDS. Given the immensity of the problem and the urgency of the task at hand, we would like to urge those in a position to do so to contribute to
the fund expeditiously, while emphasizing four critical points.

The first of these is the additional nature of resources allocated to the fund; we must ensure that these resources are not taken away from current development programmes for fighting poverty. Secondly, access to the fund should not be subject to a cumbersome bureaucratic mechanism and should be intended to enhance the national capacities of recipient countries. Thirdly, the management of the fund should be transparent so that those in need can benefit effectively from it. Finally, no commitment we declare today will achieve the desired results if adequate resources are not provided consistently and sustained over time.

We see the United Nations as the appropriate forum for advancing the agenda to combat HIV/AIDS. UNAIDS and the World Health Organization have proved that, provided with the necessary resources, they can assist our countries to meet the challenges before us. We remain committed to supporting all international initiatives aimed at defeating HIV/AIDS.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. Olusegun Obasanjo, President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.

President Obasanjo: Only two months ago, African leaders met at a historic Summit in Abuja to demonstrate our firm commitment to combating the scourge of HIV/AIDS in order to ensure the survival of our continent. It is for this reason that Nigeria welcomes the convening of this United Nations special session to set the agenda for meeting the immense challenges posed by a disease so deadly that it has become one of the greatest obstacles to human development and security.

Mr. President, may I, on behalf of the Government and people of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, thank you, the members of your Bureau and all those who have worked tirelessly to make this very important occasion a reality. I have no doubt that under your able guidance we shall achieve the objectives for which we have all gathered here.

Our appreciation also goes to the indefatigable Secretary-General, Mr. Kofi Annan, and his team, particularly the Executive Director of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), Dr. Peter Piot, for their commitment to the fight against HIV/AIDS. Their very excellent report provides us with the basis for very meaningful and fruitful deliberations.

It is distressing to note that Africa, a continent already crippled by problems of underdevelopment, poverty, food scarcity, internal conflicts and the heavy burden of external debt, is the hardest hit by the HIV/AIDS pandemic. According to the Secretary-General’s report, Africa is home to 70 per cent of adults and 80 per cent of children living with HIV. It is also home to three quarters of the nearly 22 million people worldwide who have died of AIDS since the epidemic began. Today, out of more than 36 million people worldwide living with AIDS, over 25 million are to be found in Africa. There is a growing population of children orphaned by AIDS, and of the world’s 13 million such children, over 12 million are in Africa.

With this trend in statistics, the future of our continent is bleak, to say the least, and the prospect of the extinction of the entire population of a continent looms larger and larger. We do not have any choice but to contemplate exceptional measures to contain the spread and devastation of HIV/AIDS, and those measures have to be comprehensive and total at all levels — national, regional and global.

The Abuja Summit produced a Declaration on HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and Other Related Infectious Diseases, as well as a Framework for Action for the implementation of the Declaration. African leaders resolved to accord the fight against HIV/AIDS the highest priority in their respective national development plans.

We committed ourselves to personally provide leadership in all activities of the national mechanisms to be established in our various countries; we agreed to mobilize necessary resources by allocating 15 per cent of our annual national budgets to improvement of the health sector; we also agreed to set up Leadership AIDS Watch for Africa, to be made up of leaders from seven African countries and the Executive Director of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS.

In Nigeria, we have sadly observed how the rate of HIV/AIDS has risen from less than 2 per cent in 1986 to about the critical 5 per cent mark in 1993. For a country with a population of about 120 million people, the potentially serious consequences of the situation cannot be overemphasized. However, I am
pleased to report that our Government has adopted a multisectoral and multidisciplinary programme, as well as a battle plan — the HIV/AIDS Emergency Action Plan — to guide us in our fight against AIDS.

In taking the above steps, we in Africa are conscious of the need for additional assistance from the international community in support of the global dimension of the war against HIV/AIDS. The undeniable fact is that, with the fragility of our economies, we simply lack the capacity to adequately respond to the magnitude of the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

African peoples are looking to this special session with renewed hope. We are expecting that this Assembly will address all aspects of the problem of HIV/AIDS, including the issue of international funding and cooperation, alleviating the social and economic impact, prevention, care and support, and the issue of access to and affordability of drugs.

We are encouraged by the success stories of the industrialized countries where HIV/AIDS is being reasonably controlled, and we urge the international community to make a firm commitment to helping Africa achieve similar results. We support the initiative of the Secretary-General to create a global AIDS fund to fight HIV/AIDS and other diseases related to it. The fund, which is to be established by the donor community in the amount of $7 billion to $10 billion, would focus on prevention, with special attention to treatment through the provision of drugs at affordable prices by the leading international pharmaceutical companies. Let the administration and management of this fund be the concern and the responsibility of the Secretary-General, the donors and indeed all stakeholders, especially those infected and affected, who know where it really hurts.

Furthermore, the circumstances and the situation of HIV/AIDS underscore our call for total cancellation of Africa’s debts in favour of investment in the social sector. If we are to be true partners in development, the debt issue must be addressed in a comprehensive manner that frees our resources to enable us to fight the scourge of HIV/AIDS, as well as to meet our other social obligations to our people.

I wish to make a plea for the millions who are already infected with the HIV virus. These people, referred to as people living with HIV, require primary attention. I will include here the millions of children orphaned by the disease. This special session must therefore consider and adopt a comprehensive approach that accords priority to the treatment and improvement of life of infected persons; the prevention of mother-to-child transmission; and adequate welfare and provision for AIDS orphans so that they can grow up into normal members of society.

Let us come up with a programme that respects and saves people living with AIDS as part of humanity. Let us help them to overcome the stigma of society, and they can join the crusade against the further spread of the killer disease.

I wish this special session an outcome that is successful enough to rescue humanity from the clutches of a pandemic that threatens to blight the future of humankind.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. Jorge Sampaio, President of the Portuguese Republic.

President Sampaio (spoke in Portuguese; English text furnished by the delegation): I would like to congratulate the Secretary-General for opening this special session of the General Assembly, the first in the history of the United Nations to be devoted to a public health issue. I decided to attend because I believe that the AIDS pandemic constitutes a priority at the national and international levels that requires an intense, ongoing mobilization of efforts, to which Portugal wishes to make a committed contribution.

We are all aware, thanks largely to the dedicated work of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), which I would like to commend here, that the AIDS virus now affects some 36 million people, 25 million of whom live in sub-Saharan Africa. Let us not forget, as well, the 22 million people who have already died as a result of this epidemic. Surely each one of us knew some of them personally. These figures are appalling. Yet we cannot ignore the fact that every estimate of the spread of the epidemic has been lower than its true dimensions.

Therefore, there can be no room for complacency or hesitation. Through this forum, we must place the question of AIDS at the top of the international political agenda as an inescapable humanitarian issue that cannot be put off and as a serious threat to the security and economic and social development of many countries and regions.
The fight against AIDS has always been delayed and hindered by the stigma attached to the disease and by the fact that the discussion of the most vulnerable groups of people, of the forms of transmission of the virus and of the behaviour that favours it involves questions that, for many, are still taboo. We cannot, however, allow the sensitivity of these questions to silence us, to make us avert our eyes and give up before the insidious advance of the epidemic.

This struggle should mobilize us all. That is surely the understanding of the heads of State and Government who, through their participation in this session, are signalling their commitment to fighting AIDS. I also greet the non-governmental organizations, essential partners in calling attention to and fighting the infection, in the creation of networks of solidarity and in the struggle against discrimination. Also fundamental is the contribution of those who are HIV-positive. Their militancy has been decisive to the awakening of consciences to this issue, and their involvement in the efforts directed at prevention and treatment is irreplaceable.

Although the AIDS virus strikes every region, culture and social group, it cannot be denied that it is most prevalent among those populations socially and economically less advantaged. AIDS and poverty go hand in hand and lead to a vicious circle with devastating consequences at every level. Suffice it to reflect, for example, on the millions of orphans created by the epidemic or on the fact that it strikes mostly those in the prime of their lives, with catastrophic effects for public administration and the State, for the productive systems and for the very social cohesion of the most affected countries.

At the bilateral level, and through the Community of Portuguese-Speaking Countries, with a major contribution from Brazil — an exemplary case of success in combating the epidemic — we have endeavoured to raise awareness among the Portuguese-speaking countries of Africa about the need to increase their efforts to combat AIDS and to support their efforts, all the more so since we fear that their real situation may be more serious than that suggested by official statistics.

At the multilateral level, we support the constitution of a global fund for health and HIV/AIDS that would also cover other transmissible diseases, such as malaria and tuberculosis. Such a fund should be open to contributions by the public and private sectors and must be provided with effective management. There is undoubtedly a need for the allocation of greater financial resources for AIDS prevention, treatment and research programmes. Nevertheless, without political leadership and social mobilization, greater resources alone will be insufficient to win this fight.

International support must be implemented effectively at the national level in the fields of prevention and treatment. To that end, proper planning and mobilization are required, in addition to a courageous educational approach capable both of challenging stereotypes and of combating risky behaviour. International support should also take into account the need for treatment. The cost of medication cannot be allowed to jeopardize it, since one of the central problems in this field is access to care, including the antiretroviral therapies that allow a significant improvement to the life expectancy and quality of life of patients and that, in 50 per cent of cases, prevent the transmission of the virus from mother to child. The initiatives that have already been implemented in this field by the pharmaceutical industry are very positive, but efforts must continue in order to make these medicines more accessible, particularly through greater use of generics.

We must also pay special attention to specific groups more vulnerable to infection, for which we must promote access to adequate information through proper communication channels. In the case of Portugal — which, in the European context, has a relevant AIDS problem — I would like to underscore the measures taken in the field of drugs, which can have a great effect on improving the results connected with the incidence of HIV. Damage-reduction policies have proved to be effective in reducing the risk of transmissible diseases, as well as in preventing social exclusion and facilitating the relationship with healthcare structures. I should also like to underline the need to carry out specific work among the immigrant population, the care to be taken with transient populations and the attention to be given to prisoners, who must be able to benefit from the opportunities available to the community at large.

As a general concern at the international level, I should like to single out the particular importance of the situation of women, the group in which the infection is spreading more swiftly. This requires a
non-discriminatory gender perspective in the combat against the epidemic.

The fight against AIDS demands the imaginative and audacious creation of new partnerships to set up integrated, effective measures. Governments cannot stand aside from this whole process, nor can they stand alone. A multifaceted response to an increasingly complex issue must be intensified. Public authorities, universities, non-governmental organizations — which Portugal involves in its official government action — donors, international organizations, private companies and volunteers must all be called upon to cooperate. All these concerns are shared by the European Union, as its current Presidency will express in the course of this session.

I would address a very special word to the churches and religious groups. I would like to see the part played by these entities in the fight against AIDS strengthened, as is already happening in other spheres of public health. Here, too, for imperative humanitarian reasons, a commitment based on compassion and solidarity is essential, a commitment that does not have to call into question the beliefs and moral values of each group.

Despite the fact that, unfortunately, the situation is bleak, there are encouraging signs that the epidemic can be controlled and substantially reduced through timely, decisive measures. Countries that have implemented effective prevention and assistance programmes have obtained positive results. It is our obligation to study these experiences and to learn from them. We must use every means to reduce the impact of the epidemic. For this to be possible, we need to be more demanding of ourselves and to require greater dedication and mobilization of society.

AIDS is a threat of concern to all humankind. For many it is already a terribly concrete source of pain and early death. Nobody is entitled to stand aside from such brutal facts. The responsibility lies with all of us, all our commitment is needed, every measure is urgent and the involvement of all is welcome.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency The Honourable Daniel Toroitich arap Moi, President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Kenya.

President Moi: The continent of Africa has suffered from the harsh experience of wars, droughts, floods and other human and natural tragedies, yet our people have been resilient and adaptable.

At present, there is a plague engulfing a huge area of our continent, particularly sub-Saharan Africa. This is a disaster unlike any previously experienced. It continues without an apparent cure. You will know that I speak of AIDS.

The reality is that millions of African people have died, and many millions more will die. Some African countries have been partially successful with educational programmes to control the spread of this terrible pandemic.

In Kenya, AIDS has been designated a national disaster. We continue to vigorously pursue our educational programmes. I am pleased to say that Kenya is participating at the forefront of research for a vaccine or other preventive measures and cures. We will continue to cooperate and work with the world’s research leaders and others in this field. We are determined to fight the spread of this dreadful disease relentlessly until a permanent cure is found. But the indications are that it will be at least 10 years before significant, tangible developments will be available.

In the meantime, the people of my country must not be deprived of the most basic right — the right to life. I have walked through hospitals and other care institutions in my country, and I have seen the plight. I have experienced the desperation in the faces of the victims of AIDS. It is a grim reminder that they are deprived even of the treasure of hope itself.

I would be failing in my duty if I were to stand idly by. This is a time when the production of coffins is a growing industry because of this dreadful pestilence. As a leader, I am charged with the welfare of my people. We are not a wealthy nation, but the people must at least be given hope.

Like most other countries, Kenya also has in force laws pertaining to patent protection. Even though we are a developing nation with limited financial resources, we shall play our part in honouring our international obligations. The time has come when we are compelled to make a decision between the lives of our people and the rights of commercial interests. Human life must surely come before anything else. Our choice is therefore made. Nonetheless, we must pursue our choice in a balanced way, a way that is balanced to protect the interests of further research and
development so that life can be further protected and enhanced.

We believe this balance can be achieved by making available the best possible medication at the lowest possible cost. At the present time, we are unable to pay international prices for the medicines we need. This is the simple fact that we are facing, and this is why we are now embarking on the following course of action. My Government has enacted emergency legislation to deal with life-threatening epidemics. This legislation provides for the suspension of existing patent protection legislation and is framed to prevent abuse. Manufacture, marketing, distribution and exportation are rigidly controlled. The sole purpose of this legislation is to make high-quality AIDS drugs that are the subject of internationally valid patents. They will be made available to the sick at the lowest possible cost.

Our culture of self-help will be reborn. This will ultimately lead to a scientific ability within Africa that equals any other in the world.

We shall, at the same time, seek to maximize the protection of current holders of valid patents. They will be given preference to supply active ingredients or medicines in finished form, provided, first, that they meet European or American drug specifications and, secondly that they are offered at the same price as or a better price than they can be produced indigenously in Kenya or imported from a source that does not infringe on valid patent rights.

Furthermore, my country will work in close cooperation with its African neighbours for the same purposes that I have outlined here. Exports to these countries will be by licence from both the exporting country and importing country. The cost to these Governments will be calculated on a basis that minimizes the cost and maximizes the benefit from our programme. This lethal virus knows no borders, nor is it selective in its host. The saving of life will take priority over political beliefs or aspirations.

We have considered very seriously the steps we are taking to ensure that our people and the people of Africa can live in hope — the hope that one day they will be able to take their place among the communities of the world in providing for their well-being, that fathers will see their sons become men and that men and women will live to grow old with the dignity that they deserve.

I want to see my people, my nation and Africa moving into the twenty-first century with an increasing ability to manage disaster in a confident and competent manner.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Secretary-General, who attended a meeting that we held in Nigeria. That was the beginning of the effort to eradicate and vigorously fight this disease. I thank him.

With every passing week, thousands more are dying or becoming infected. I am not prepared to allow this to continue. The campaign will be driven with the utmost vigour. The people of Kenya and the people of Africa will be the beneficiaries.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. Paul Kagame, President of the Rwandese Republic.

President Kagame: Let me thank Secretary-General Kofi Annan for convening this special session on HIV/AIDS and for his efforts in mobilizing resources for the global AIDS and Health Fund.

As we all recognize, HIV/AIDS is a threat to social and economic development as well as to global security, as underscored by the United Nations Security Council, among others. Hence, this special session, which follows other important gatherings on HIV/AIDS. In Africa, the Addis Ababa summit emphasized the role of leadership at all levels of society in the fight against HIV/AIDS. The Abuja summit focused on sustainable resource mobilization and concrete actions to contain the HIV/AIDS pandemic.

African women have undertaken important initiatives in this regard. For example in May of this year the Summit of African First Ladies held in Kigali emphasized the urgent need to pay special attention to the most vulnerable groups on our continent, i.e. children, young people and women. We must harness, therefore, the experience, commitment and wisdom gained from these sessions in our battle against the HIV/AIDS scourge.

Let me now briefly share with you the experience of my country. Rwanda is among the sub-Saharan African countries most seriously affected by HIV/AIDS. It is currently estimated that some 400,000 Rwandans, out of a total population of 8 million, are infected. In our case, one of the contributing factors was the 1994 genocide, in which untold numbers of
women and young girls were systematically raped. The impact of this episode of our history has not yet been fully grasped. The massive internal and external dislocation and movements of millions of people during this period also contributed to the spread of HIV/AIDS.

Despite these challenges, we have undertaken a number of initiatives to combat HIV/AIDS in my country, including the following. A national campaign to sensitize leadership at all levels of society has been mounted, leading a significant proportion of our people to volunteer for HIV/AIDS testing. This has led to a tenfold increase in voluntary testing since 1997. A programme for prevention of mother-to-child HIV transmission is in place. The Government has initiated a scheme of purchasing antiretroviral drugs, which are made available to the public at subsidized prices. The National Commission for HIV/AIDS was established to coordinate all HIV/AIDS initiatives. Rwandan youth have taken a leading role in their own right, as demonstrated by the establishment of AIDS clubs in all secondary schools in the country.

HIV/AIDS can be tamed and eventually defeated. The immediate goal in this quest is a focused global strategy that is realistic, practical and effective, particularly in regard to resource mobilization and management. Prevention programmes, among other things, should become central in the unfolding strategy. It is imperative that accountability and transparency become the hallmark of this strategy in its implementation.

**The President**: The Assembly will now hear a statement by The Right Honourable Hubert Ingraham, Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of the Bahamas.

**Mr. Ingraham**: The Bahamas is pleased to add its voice to the international call for a coordinated, escalated response commensurate with the extent and magnitude of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The direct and indirect cost of HIV/AIDS to our economies, to individuals, to their families, to businesses, and to Governments is staggering. The consequences for development, growth, expansion, and stability of the economies of the world, especially of the economies of small developing countries, are daunting.

The tragedy which unfolded in the wake of this terrible disease — when so many, for so long, failed to recognize its full dimensions and consequences — has finally attracted the needed and deserved attention of health and political leaders of the world. Let us now resolve to not permit harm to come to our new collective resolve to stem the tide of HIV/AIDS by permitting any agenda, other than that of the promotion of good health, to distract us from our commitment, or to cause the diversion of scarce funding to conflicting programmes and strategies.

Our meeting here this week is, I believe, an important demonstration of our resolve to defeat this international health terror, together. For his role in bringing us to this point, I wish to recognize, acknowledge and thank the Secretary-General, Mr. Kofi Annan. Special recognition and commendation are also due to UNAIDS.

In July of last year, G-8 countries, meeting in Okinawa, committed to the establishment of a new global fund to combat HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria in developing countries. Because these diseases are responsible for the decimation and disintegration of large percentages of populations in the developing world, the fund would mobilize, manage and disburse grant resources in support of country- and regional-level programmes to combat the major health challenges created by them. The fund would also support national development processes and mechanisms created to achieve the goals agreed at the United Nations Millennium Summit.

My Government strongly endorses and supports the establishment of the fund and the objectives of its proponents to provide opportunities for donors with no traditional country base to fund work directly at national levels. This is a commendable and helpful objective. I call attention, however, to a concern of small developing countries, such as my own, with regard to our ability to access a global fund, given the general absence of resident donor-based infrastructure or of United Nations development agency offices in our countries.

I wish also to sound a cautionary note: we should not place all our eggs in one basket. While we recognize that the fund must assist in drug acquisition, it is critically important that the urgency of the need for affordable drugs required for the treatment of HIV/AIDS and effective drugs for tuberculosis and malaria not result in a disproportionate skew of the assets of the fund to the supply of drugs.

Access to drugs for treatment is only one of the many important components of the agreed Strategic
Plan. Other equally urgent matters need funding if we in the developing world are to better meet the challenges presented by this awful disease. These must include such things as health promotion, advanced research, training, the building of health infrastructure, the forging of partnerships, the coordination of networks and follow-up care.

No other single health problem compares to the threat that HIV/AIDS holds for the continued development and progress of my country, the Bahamas, or of my region, the Caribbean. HIV/AIDS is not confined to any particular sector of Bahamian society. It has spread to the general population, predominantly through heterosexual contact and from infected mothers to infants.

It is small comfort to report that the Bahamas Government early recognized the terrible threat of HIV/AIDS; that recognition did not save us from experiencing the tragedy that AIDS has wrought on our country.

Prevention and care are inextricably bound. We have demonstrated this in the Bahamas even in the absence of antiretroviral drugs.

Our task is urgent. The new HIV/AIDS infections recorded in all our societies on a daily basis are a clear indication that, notwithstanding progress, AIDS-awareness programmes in schools, churches and the wider community still fail to reach far too many individuals, particularly young people, who continue to engage in high-risk unprotected sexual activity.

Together, I am convinced, we can continue and can overcome the challenge.

The balance of my statement will be available in written form.

The President: The Assembly will now hear a statement by His Excellency Mr. Carlos Lage Dávila, Vice-President of the Republic of Cuba.

Mr. Lage Dávila (Cuba) (spoke in Spanish): No country is free of AIDS. A few — privileged and rich — have managed to reduce mortality through the use of drugs with high and irrational prices. Many others — the unfortunate and poor — are facing a harrowing drop in the average life expectancy of their peoples and population decreases that could lead them to extinction.

In a number of African nations, the number of teachers who die of AIDS every year is greater than the number of new teachers being graduated. The deaths that have already occurred in sub-Saharan Africa are equal in number to those that would result from the dropping on that region of more than 70 bombs like the ones dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It is a tragic paradox that the very continent on which humankind’s earliest ancestors first emerged 6 million years ago is now witnessing the beginning of our disappearance in this new millennium.

Cuba is also suffering from this disease. There are 2,565 people living with HIV/AIDS in our country. Our programme to fight AIDS guarantees comprehensive care and support for all those with HIV and AIDS, free treatment with antiretroviral drugs for all patients, centres for specialized medical care for cases that require it, and a tireless effort to ensure that people with HIV/AIDS enjoy the fullest possible social integration, with full rights and without discrimination. We have the lowest rate of infection in the Americas and one of the lowest in the world, at 0.03 per cent of the population between the ages of 15 and 49.

Although still under blockade, and thus denied access to 50 per cent of the new drugs produced in the world, since they are produced by United States companies, we have contained the epidemic, and indeed achieved an average life expectancy of 76 and infant mortality of less than 7 per 1,000 live births. Cuba has come to this Assembly as a responsible and full member of the international community, modestly to offer its experience and its cooperation, expecting nothing in return.

The Secretary-General has undertaken the worthy and just effort of proposing, and striving to obtain, between $7 billion and $10 billion for the fight against AIDS. That amount is not sufficient, and money alone cannot solve the problem, but it is a necessary beginning. Is it conceivable that this money could not be raised to save lives in a world that spends 40 times more than this on illicit drugs, 80 times more on military budgets, and 100 times more on commercial advertising?

Is it conceivable that this money could not be raised to save lives in a world where 20 per cent of the population accounts for 86 per cent of private consumption, and where 22 individuals each have a private fortune greater than the amount requested by
the Secretary-General, while their combined wealth is 43 times greater?

The wealthiest, most powerful nation in history, which purports to be a champion of human rights, fails to comply with its financial obligations to the United Nations, is trying to reduce its contribution to the World Health Organization, devotes barely 0.2 per cent of its gross domestic product to development and votes alone against a draft resolution enshrining the right of all to access to AIDS drugs. And at the same time, it is dragging the world into an senseless arms race through the sale of the most sophisticated instruments of war to its allies and followers and through its initiative to establish a total global anti-missile shield.

Nothing more need be said to understand that the current international economic order is criminally unjust, and that words like democracy, human rights, individual freedoms and others, coming from the mouths of the powerful, ring hollow and demagogical.

Donations and philanthropy are welcome and appreciated, for they help to alleviate pain and suffering, but they are not the solution to the problems facing humankind: what is needed are justice and solidarity.

We believe it is necessary and possible to topple the imperialist dogmas ruling the world. But it will be a long struggle, too long for the 36 million people sick with AIDS and for the millions who die from curable diseases. Cuba considers that at this special session, the General Assembly should proclaim: that drugs to fight AIDS and other vital drugs needed on a massive scale cannot be protected by patents and that profits cannot be made at the expense of human lives; that the external debt of the poorest countries should be cancelled immediately, without conditions or impositions, for that debt has already been paid more than once; and that the Group of 7, at its next meeting, instead of adopting new economic liberalization measures to be imposed on the world’s poor and less wealthy, should agree to reduce military spending and to raise at least the $10 billion requested by the United Nations, which should be provided immediately, without calmly waiting for 25 million more people to die, for that is but a fraction of the social debt to the third world.

It is my task, on behalf of the Government of Cuba, to offer to the poorest countries with the highest incidence of the disease 4,000 physicians and other health-care workers to create the infrastructure needed to provide drugs to the population, with the necessary prescriptions and follow-up. Those same personnel could train and prepare a large number of specialists in their own fields, along with nurses and health-care technicians.

We offer the professors needed to establish 20 medical schools, many of whom could be selected from among the 2,359 Cuban doctors currently providing services in 17 countries. Those schools could train 1,000 doctors a year in the countries that most need them. We offer the doctors, educators, psychologists and other specialists needed to provide advice and cooperation for campaigns to prevent AIDS and other diseases. We offer the equipment and diagnostic kits needed for basic prevention programmes. We offer antiretroviral treatment for 30,000 patients. It would only be necessary for the international community to contribute the raw materials for the drugs, equipment and material resources needed for these products and services.

Cuba would make no profit whatsoever and would pay the participants’ salaries in its own national currency. This is usually the most costly aspect for international health agencies, while the most difficult aspect is finding qualified individuals willing to undertake such a mission.

AIDS is a war without bombs and without armies. The world has accumulated extraordinary knowledge in all fields of study. There are many more scientists living in the world today, in a single historical period, than the total of all those who lived throughout the prior history of humanity. The wealth that has been created is more than enough to guarantee a healthy life for the world’s 6 billion inhabitants. Nonetheless, we have begun this millennium in illness. The only possible cure is to place all of the planet’s boundless resources at the service of humanity without petty commercial interests or national selfishness. It is our responsibility to achieve this goal.

The President: I give the floor to His Excellency The Honourable Eriya Kategaya, First Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs of Uganda.

Mr. Kategaya (Uganda): I bring fraternal greetings and best wishes from the Government and the people of Uganda to all Members of the United Nations for the United Nations special session on HIV/AIDS. I also bring to you, Mr. President, and through you, to
this special session, the personal best wishes of the President of Uganda, Mr. Yoweri Kaguta Museveni. I also wish to congratulate Secretary-General Kofi Annan on taking the lead in the global efforts against AIDS. In the interest of time, I will make a short summary of my statement, which is being distributed.

Uganda was at the epicentre of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the mid-1980s. Today, HIV prevalence in Uganda has declined from an average of 18.5 per cent in 1993 to 8.3 per cent in 1999 and 6.2 per cent in 2000. A number of factors were clearly unique in our response to this pandemic. Uganda recognized at an early stage that HIV/AIDS is a multidimensional problem which requires a multisectoral approach from the political, cultural, economic and health and clinical perspectives.

When the National Resistance Movement (NRM) Government assumed leadership in 1986, we chose a political strategy as one of the options to fight AIDS. President Museveni personally led community mobilization campaigns, speaking about AIDS at every opportunity. The President also adopted an attitude of openness about the disease. He urged all our leaders to put AIDS on their political agenda, and technical experts to provide correct information to the public. The NRM Administration actively encouraged public debate about AIDS-related activities. The involvement of people living with HIV/AIDS was critical in the mobilization and awareness campaign.

In order to coordinate the activities of the multiple partners, the Uganda AIDS Commission was established by statute in 1992. We intend to strengthen this coordination for enhanced and sustained advocacy.

We have integrated AIDS issues in the National Priority Programme, under the Poverty Eradication Action Plan. This implies that debt relief funds from the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Debt Initiative will, inter alia, be dedicated to AIDS activities.

The Universal Primary Education policy in Uganda has provided an opportunity for critical messages on HIV/AIDS issues to reach primary-age children. A similar focus is targeted on post-primary institutions.

It is well recognized that sub-Saharan Africa has borne the brunt of the pandemic. Over 70 per cent of the adults and 80 per cent of the children living with HIV/AIDS in the world are in sub-Saharan Africa, while 55 per cent of HIV-positive adults are women.

During 2000, an estimated 3.8 million people became infected, and 2.4 million people died in Africa. The key factors affecting the impact of HIV/AIDS in Africa are poverty, poor health infrastructure, illiteracy, political instability and armed conflict. Indeed, long-term prevention and care in African countries will succeed only if African countries can lift themselves out of poverty. African countries will therefore need access to long-term international financial arrangements in order to have viable sustained economic growth, generate adequate resources and build capacities for poverty eradication and combating HIV/AIDS, including the following: viable education systems, including universal primary education, especially for the girl child; strong and sustainable health infrastructure, including health delivery systems; creation of opportunities for employment and other conditions for the empowerment of women; agricultural modernization to increase rural productivity and incomes; and lastly, total debt cancellation for poor and highly indebted countries.

The establishment of the global fund for AIDS and health is timely, essential and most welcome. Uganda therefore pledges $2 million as a demonstration of our commitment to the global fund. We strongly urge wealthier countries and private organizations to make contributions commensurate with their resources so that the fund, with minimum bureaucracy, is accessed for holistic applications in prevention, provision of drugs, treatment, care and research.

Equitable access to effective treatment is an urgent necessity. Future strategies must include accelerated vaccine development. Vaccines are the ultimate weapons against HIV/AIDS.

The President: I now give the floor to Her Excellency Ms. Anne Kristin Sydnes, Minister of International Development of Norway.

Ms. Sydnes (Norway): AIDS is a development catastrophe. In Abuja, African leaders declared a state of emergency in their continent due to AIDS. Other regions report alarming infection rates. We are facing a global crisis, and we need a global response and global solidarity.
Our battle against HIV/AIDS must be part of our battle against poverty, for AIDS causes poverty, and poverty undercuts our fight against AIDS.

Winning the war against AIDS will take courageous political leadership, such as that provided by President Museveni, President Obasanjo and others present here today.

It will take an unprecedented mobilization of resources. We need additional resources, such as the domestic resources pledged by African leaders in Abuja, and increased official development assistance, which is often pledged but seldom delivered. It will take external resources mobilized through innovative public/private partnerships, such as the proposed global fund.

The walls of silence and denial must be broken. We must overcome our natural shyness and talk about sex and condoms in public and to our youngsters. The price of silence and denial has become much too high — too high for parents, and higher still for the millions of children who have been orphaned.

We must put an end to abuse, discrimination and stigmatization, so that little Nkosi Johnson from South Africa, who shamed and inspired us equally, did not die in vain. We must offer partnership, not exclusion - partnership with people infected and affected by HIV/AIDS, and innovative ways of working with such vulnerable groups as men who have sex with men, injecting drug users and sex workers. Openness and cooperation promote responsible behaviour. Stigmatization increases vulnerability.

We need a response that is firmly based on the promotion and protection of human rights: the right to development, the right to health, the right to life. Why? Because people whose rights and dignity are violated become more vulnerable to HIV infection; because discrimination against those infected also discourages testing and undermines effective prevention; and because the epidemic poses a new and grave challenge to the fulfilment of the right to health.

We welcome recent progress to make AIDS-related drugs more accessible and affordable. We must push on to deal with structural and systemic barriers to such access. The pharmaceutical industry must be held morally responsible. More must be done on differential pricing. The public health safeguards in the Agreement on Trade-related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) must become a real option for developing countries.

But drugs alone will not bring us victory. Even much cheaper drugs must still be paid for, delivered and administered. Patients must receive treatment and care. It is irresponsible to talk about drugs without talking about additional resources. We cannot talk about drugs without talking about health-delivery systems.

Prevention must remain the mainstay of our response to halt the spread of AIDS. At the same time, we must assume responsibility for those already infected. Effective health systems combine and reinforce both.

Young people must be given tools and life skills to protect themselves. Condoms must be widely available and affordable. We must increase efforts to prevent mother-to-child-transmission, and women must be empowered so that they can truly protect themselves. We must promote male responsibility. We must harness the desire of trade unions to protect their members and the interest employers have in protecting their workers.

The Security Council has recognized the impact of AIDS on peace and security. Armed conflicts fuel the epidemic and multiply the number of victims. We must work with the uniformed services, including peacekeeping personnel. During an international peace support exercise in Norway recently, I was proud to be the first to hand out the HIV/AIDS awareness card for peacekeeping operations, produced by UNAIDS and the Department for Peacekeeping Operations with Norwegian funding.

We must mobilize broadly. No government can deal with the challenges of the epidemic alone. It requires an extraordinary partnership with civil society and the private sector. It calls for alliances with all democratic forces, across political divides - and we must start at home.

In the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, every Director-General has become a member of our AIDS team, and every department has been given an AIDS mandate. Inspired by African AIDS commissions, we have established a forum for AIDS and development, as well as an AIDSnet, where leaders — from labour, business, the cultural arena, sports, churches, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), the mass media and the research community — have joined as partners against AIDS. I am proud to have many of them here, as members of my delegation.

The counter-offensive against AIDS cannot be won without a bigger war chest. The Norwegian Government welcomes the proposal for a new global health fund on AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria. The operational framework must be set out in close cooperation with the developing countries most affected. The fund must tie in with and complement existing efforts and structures, particularly the UNAIDS umbrella. It must be effectively geared to country implementation and must become operational soon. My Government pledges an additional 1 billion Norwegian kroner (approximately $110 million) over the next five years to international efforts against HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria. We attach particular importance to strengthening health systems in developing countries in cooperation with the World Health Organization (WHO) and to reaching the poorest and hardest-hit. How much will be channelled through existing mechanisms, and how much through the new fund, will be decided when we know more about the fund.

Let me conclude by paying tribute to the Secretary-General for the way he has made the fight against AIDS a personal cause and a priority issue for the United Nations system. His leadership will surely be needed in the follow-up of the special session as well.

The President: I give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Colin Powell, Secretary of State of the United States of America.

Mr. Powell (United States of America): I commend you, Mr. President, as well as the Secretary-General, Ambassador Wensley, Ambassador Ka and Dr. Piot of UNAIDS for pioneering this special session of the General Assembly. This will go down as a historic moment in the annals of the United Nations.

The world has entered an age of immense promise. The spread of democracies and market economies, and breakthroughs in technology permit us to envision a day in this century when most of humanity will be free from tyranny and poverty. Yet we have been blind to the fact that this promising new century has arrived at a time of plague. It is 20 years since the onset of the HIV/AIDS crisis, but we have only just begun to grasp the threat it poses to this promising new world.

AIDS is often linked to the bubonic plague of the fourteenth century, which killed one third of the population of Europe. But this is not the Middle Ages. Back then people did not know what caused the pestilence, or how it spread. They thought it resulted from an alignment of the planets or was visited upon them for their sins by a wrathful god.

We of the twenty-first century know better. We know that a virus causes AIDS, and we know how to prevent its spread. Treatments have been developed. Science has given us grounds to hope for vaccines and, ultimately, for a cure.

All of this is known. Yet, to date, our global response to this rapidly spreading scourge has been woefully inadequate. What will historians say of us if we continue to delay? Will history record a fateful moment in our time, on our watch, when action came too late? AIDS respects no man, woman or child; it knows no race, religion, class or creed. No community, country or continent is immune from its ravages. Let us resolve that, from this moment on, our response to AIDS must be no less comprehensive, no less relentless and no less swift than the pandemic itself.

President Bush joins Secretary-General Annan in the conviction that AIDS is so immense in its scope and profound in its impact that it compels new thinking and concerted action. As the President has said, only through sustained and focused international cooperation can we address problems so grave and suffering so great. Last month President Bush announced a pledge of $200 million to jump-start the global fund, a bold new public-private partnership to combat HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria. We hope this seed money will help to generate billions more from donors all over the world, and more will come from the United States as we learn where our support can be most effective.

Beyond the global fund, I am proud to say that my Government has been, and will continue to be, the largest bilateral donor in the fight against AIDS, providing 50 per cent of all international funding. To date, the United States has dedicated over $1.6 billion to combating AIDS in the developing world. President Bush’s budget for the next fiscal year seeks $480 million, more than double the fiscal year 2000 amount. The President is also requesting over $3.4 billion for
AIDS research. The United States, I pledge today, will continue to lead the world in funding vital research.

President Bush has put the full force of his Government and the full force of his Cabinet behind the United States response to this crisis. He has named Secretary of Health and Human Services, Tommy Thompson, who is here today, and me to co-chair a special task force to ensure that my Government’s efforts are comprehensive and coordinated. Comprehensive and coordinated these efforts must be, for AIDS is not just a humanitarian or health issue; it not only kills, but it also destroys communities; it decimates countries, it destabilizes regions; it can consume continents.

No war on the face of the earth is more destructive than the AIDS pandemic. I was a soldier, but I know of no enemy in war more insidious or vicious than AIDS, an enemy that poses a clear and present danger to the world. The war against AIDS has no front lines; we must wage it on every front; and only an integrated approach makes sense — an approach that emphasizes prevention and public education. But it must also include treatment, care for orphans, measures to stop mother-to-child transmission, affordable drugs, delivery systems, infrastructure and medical training; and, of course, it must include research into vaccines and a cure. All of these elements are essential and must be aggressively pursued. But unless a strong emphasis is put on prevention, prevention and more prevention, this pandemic will continue to rage out of control.

In this global war against AIDS, everyone can and must be a leader. Everyone can and must be an ally. We are all vulnerable, big nations and small, the wealthy and the poor. We cannot let AIDS divide us. My country is ready to work with all nations to build a global coalition of action against this common foe. It is not just Governments that can play leadership roles; philanthropists, foundations and corporations must step up to the challenge. Contributing to the global fund is one important way to do that, and I urge all members of the international community, public and private, to join in making substantial pledges to this crusade.

I do not, however, want to leave the impression that the global fund is only for big donors. The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) is a wonderful example of how grass-roots efforts can raise significant money and international awareness. Leadership also comes from individuals, non-governmental institutions and faith-based organizations. Let me describe just a few of those organizations and people that are doing such wonderful work, the kind of people and organizations we can help with this trust fund. For example, there is Dr. Jean William Pape, who co-founded the only institution in Haiti that gives post-graduate AIDS training to medical workers. In Poland, Father Arkadiusz Nowak speaks out against the misperception that AIDS is a punishment from God. He has established a foundation and homes for people with AIDS. In Tahiti, 26-year old journalist Maire Bopp DuPont has used her HIV-positive status to raise awareness through a popular radio show. All of these people do what they can, speaking out, and we should help encourage millions more to do so. Silence kills.

Opinion leaders from all walks of life must deliver the message that AIDS is real, that our enemy is the HIV virus, not its victims, that those who carry HIV deserve compassion, not ostracism, that they deserve to be treated with dignity, not with disdain. I must — you must — all public officials must use the spotlight we are given to speak out and make AIDS a top priority.

Many speakers have noted the dreadful toll that AIDS is taking. After the tenth or the twentieth speech, even the most shocking statistics start to numb. But let me try to make it more relevant. This Hall holds about 2,000 people. By the time three hours of this session elapse, 2,000 people around the world — just about the same number right here — will have been newly diagnosed with HIV/AIDS. That is one for each one in this room. In some countries, the infection rate is so high that one in three of us — the representative to your right, the representative to your left, or you yourself — would be HIV-positive. If this disease goes unchecked, the misery and destruction will continue to grow exponentially. It can rob us of our future. We must not let it rob us of our future.

The world is looking to us today; the world wants us to act. We must act, and we must act now. This is the time, this is the place, and we must not fail the
people of the world who are looking to us for leadership.

The President: I now give the floor to The Honourable Mantombazana Tshabalala-Msimang, Minister of Health of South Africa.

Ms. Tshabalala-Msimang (South Africa): Our country, South Africa, is one of the most affected by HIV and AIDS. We have come to New York not just because we care about our people and our country but also because in a real way the destiny of the nations and peoples of the world will take a turn for the better or worse depending on how we elect to conduct this important gathering.

South Africa has to contend with this catastrophe against the background of pervasive poverty, underdevelopment and a range of other public health challenges. Clearly, our response to the challenge we face has to be rooted in this reality.

There is a lot that we know about how to mitigate the impact of HIV and AIDS. Most of these strategies are eloquently covered in the draft declaration before us. Fundamental among these is the need to anchor our efforts in strong preventive programmes, with a specific focus on youth, in the empowerment of women and the girl child and in ensuring that men become part of the solution. The national programme we pursue incorporates all these elements.

Mr. Ngedup (Bhutan), Vice-President, took the Chair.

Some of the key prevention programmes we have in place are the life-skills programme, which is a compulsory component of our school curriculum, the free supply of quality condoms and public-awareness campaigns that target all sectors of our society. Although still at the beginning of a long journey, we are encouraged by some of the results of some of these programmes.

Many HIV/AIDS prevention programmes have additional benefits that may be overlooked. Many of these interventions involve many role players and target communities with widespread positive outcomes. For example, condom programmes also prevent sexually transmitted infections that are spread in the same way as is HIV. Life-skills programmes in schools and the encouragement of condom use among adolescents who engage in sex will complement efforts to postpone sexual debut and reduce teenage pregnancy and abortion and, as a result, will improve school completion rates among young girls. Young girls will thus be able to acquire skills, be productive and have a better quality of life. Although these benefits are difficult to quantify, they should not be overlooked.

Programmes to reduce mother-to-child HIV transmission pose significant challenges in developing countries where breastfeeding is the norm and lack of access to safe water and sanitation is a reality. In order to unravel these challenges, South Africa has embarked on a programme to provide a package of care for pregnant women who are HIV positive at selected sites in all of our nine provinces. We have learned through the programme at these sites that indeed there is far more to this programme than the mere administration of an antiretroviral drug. Concerns raised about the emergence of resistant viral strains following exposure to this drug will also be examined at these pilot sites. However, we see this challenge not so much as a deterrent but as a call for an intensified effort.

But let me stress that the solutions we seek are those that are rooted in our reality and which will enhance the capacity of our countries, and more specifically help secure our health systems in order to better respond to the many public health challenges that accompany HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis. In our country, for example, we face both an HIV/AIDS and a tuberculosis epidemic. It is clear that one of the major determinants of our overall success relates to our ability to intensify our tuberculosis programmes, secure high full treatment rates, reduce treatment interruptions and contain the rise in multidrug resistance tuberculosis.

As we continue to act on the basis of the best evidence available to us today, let us also continue to support research and scientific inquiry into this complex phenomenon. Let us also not forget that some simple interventions, such as the management of opportunistic infections and the provision of nutritional support for HIV-infected individuals, have a significant impact on the quality of life. Let us not shy away from the simple truth that while we know a lot today, there are many facets of both HIV and AIDS that need further elucidation. Among these efforts we include the international search for appropriate vaccines, in which our country actively participates.

Needless to say, the millions already infected and affected cry out for care and support now. We need to
move with a great sense of urgency — all of us! We support the view that prevention, care and support are sides of the same coin and mutually reinforce each other.

Our task is to mobilize the requisite resources to provide a comprehensive programme. We need to assist formal and informal social support networks as may exist. In addition, greater involvement of communities, especially people living with AIDS, is key to our success.

AIDS constitutes a global crisis. No country has the luxury to opt out. What may seem to be an act of generosity may in fact be nothing but enlightened self-interest. In this regard, we should try to leverage and strengthen regional efforts. In our own region the heads of State and Government of the Southern African Development Community countries have endorsed a regional multisectoral strategy on HIV/AIDS.

We welcome the growing number of pledges that have been made to the global AIDS and health fund, and we eagerly await escalation in both the number and the size of contributions, in keeping with the scale of the problem. We are, however, a little concerned that the lack of finality with regard to its actual working may be presenting an obstacle to additional pledges.

Since it is not in our collective interest to have the generosity of the international community restrained by issues of process, we would lend our voice to calls for the Secretary-General to continue his leadership role and to assist us in navigating the final stages of this course. In the meantime, we would be quite content to hear from others that the check is in the mail.

Let me conclude by thanking the international community for the support given to us during our recent court case against some elements in the pharmaceutical industry. In particular, I wish to recognize the efforts of the Secretary-General, Mr. Kofi Annan, and my President, Mr. Thabo Mbeki.

Let me also signal my Government’s determination to forge enduring and constructive partnerships with the pharmaceutical industry — an undeniable key stakeholder in health-care delivery. Affordable access for the majority is a basic requirement if this century is truly to be an African century. This calls for a better balance between creating a system of incentives to drive innovation and strategies to ensure that advances translate into benefits for those most in need. Let us be bold and think more creatively. This session and the creation of a fund are small but very important first steps. We pledge the full support of our Government for this important initiative.

The Acting President: I give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Abdul Malik Kasi, Minister for Health of Pakistan.

Mr. Kasi (Pakistan): Allow me to extend, on behalf of my delegation, our warmest greetings and best wishes to you, Mr. President, in presiding over this watershed special session. We are hopeful that under your wise stewardship, this special session will be able to achieve the objectives that bring us together in facing the worst challenge that humanity has faced in centuries. We also appreciate the contribution of two co-facilitators to the outcome document.

This special session is an event of paramount importance for the entire world community. It provides us a unique opportunity not only to reaffirm our firm commitment and resolve to combat the pandemic of HIV/AIDS, but also to evolve a collective global response and a comprehensive action plan to deal with this menace of unprecedented magnitude. We must rise above narrow expediencies and focus our undivided attention on the need to prevent and combat HIV/AIDS in all parts of the world without discrimination or selectivity.

HIV/AIDS is not merely a health problem; it has become a security issue as millions of people are on the verge of extinction. More than 22 million people have died of AIDS. Over 36 million are estimated to be living with HIV/AIDS. Of these, over 25 million are in sub-Saharan Africa alone. Asia and Latin America together account for 8 million victims. Around 90 per cent of AIDS victims are living in the developing countries, where the incidence rate is aggravated by poverty, hunger, disease, lack of medical facilities, illiteracy and underdevelopment.

AIDS has become a development issue and poverty is recognized as a direct contributor to the spread of HIV/AIDS. Combating HIV/AIDS and eradicating poverty must therefore go hand in hand. This cannot be achieved without active and determined cooperation on the part of the international community, with the special participation of the developed countries, which have a moral obligation to set aside a part of their affluence to reduce the burden of poverty
and alleviate human suffering. There has never been a greater necessity for urgency in responding to the needs of the developing countries through enhanced debt relief, market access and official development assistance.

We appreciate the personal commitment and dedication of Secretary-General Kofi Annan in intensifying international efforts against AIDS as a matter of priority. The campaign for a global AIDS fund launched by him lays out a solid foundation on which a global response to HIV/AIDS should be built. We hope that generous contributions will be made to the fund and that they will eventually rise to $10 billion annually, the level of spending currently envisaged.

We are happy to see representatives of international pharmaceutical companies here. While welcoming them, we urge them to consider HIV/AIDS as a humanitarian issue and not as a commercial venture. Human life is much too precious to be used for profit. We hope that, besides making generous contributions to the fund, they will complement it by providing treatment for HIV/AIDS, at least to the victims in the least developed countries of sub-Saharan Africa, at affordable prices.

HIV/AIDS in Africa is the cross-cutting theme of this session. It is Africa that is most severely affected and where combating AIDS is proving to be the most difficult task, due to abject poverty, a lack of domestic resources and a heavy debt burden. Pakistan attaches great importance to this special session on HIV/AIDS not only because of the humanitarian dimension of the problem, but also because we accord a high priority to our relations with Africa. We feel the heat of the inferno decimating hundreds of Africans every day. We share the pain and agony of our African brothers. We have come to this meeting to express our solidarity and to reiterate our support in their struggle against HIV/AIDS.

The Secretary-General, in his report on HIV/AIDS, has given an exhaustive and comprehensive account of the humanitarian, development, social and cultural dimensions of the pandemic. We believe that every country has to chalk out its own preventive and combative strategy and to formulate and implement goal-oriented policies best suited to its circumstances. International involvement should be limited to resource mobilization, sharing the benefits of research and technological advancement and making available affordable and sustainable treatment and medicines. Above all, it is time now to recognize the fundamental human right to development.

Indeed, we are facing a human calamity, which must be fought by all of us with unity of purpose. In this collective struggle, there is no room for rhetoric or rancour. We need action and the mobilization of resources to fight this war against HIV/AIDS. We must not let controversial norms or behaviours overshadow our struggle, but we must remain sensitive to each other’s value systems. While pursuing our crusade against the pandemic, let us continue to show respect for each other’s cultures, faiths and values. Tolerance, freedom of choice and the spirit of mutual respect and cooperation must continue to guide our interaction as we prepare ourselves to meet this greatest challenge of our times.

Pakistan, to a large extent, has so far managed to remain protected from the spread of AIDS. By the end of 2000, a total of 1,549 HIV-positive and 202 AIDS cases had been reported, but we believe that even one AIDS case is an epidemic. Since the diagnosis of the first AIDS case in Pakistan in 1986, the challenge has been taken very seriously. In 1990, the first Government-sponsored project for AIDS control in Pakistan was implemented with the support of the World Health Organization. In 1993, a more extended national AIDS control programme was launched under the national agenda. Since then, HIV/AIDS control has been made an essential element of six major health development projects.

Prevention is the mainstay of our AIDS-control strategy. I do not wish to go into the details, which are reflected in the distributed text of our statement. We are proud to say that the Government of Pakistan has put the building blocks of a strong prevention programme in place. We are ready to accelerate and expand our efforts in concert with the international community to cope with the twin scourge of HIV/AIDS.

The Acting President: I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Jon Kristjansson, Minister of Health and Social Security of Iceland.

Mr. Kristjansson (Iceland): Even though Iceland ranks among the nations with the highest income per capita of the world, enjoys a high standard of
education, is an island and shares no borders with other countries, Icelanders have not been left unaffected by the misery of AIDS. Iceland’s problems in this respect, however, are minimal in comparison with the problems of many other nations, particularly in Africa.

In only 20 years, the epidemic has spread all across the world. Over 20 million people have died as a result of AIDS. Almost 40 million men, women and children are afflicted by this disease at this time. Over 10 million children are orphans as a result of this epidemic. The problem is therefore of enormous proportions, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, which is home to 70 per cent of the adults and 80 per cent of the children afflicted by the disease.

I want to pay a tribute to the Secretary-General for his very important initiative. This United Nations special session on HIV/AIDS is fully justified.

The distribution of this disease in the world is not even. Many of the poorest nations of the world are most severely affected. The consequences of the disease are dreadful. Entire generations of young people are deprived of their lives in an untimely manner. Social institutions are decimated. Poverty is growing. Economic growth and stability are at risk. In some of the most densely populated countries of the world, the epidemic is still in its initial stages. If the epidemic spreads in these areas it will cause indescribable suffering.

What can be done? We need to face up to the problem. First of all and most importantly, we need to increase preventive measures and prevent the infection of those who are not already afflicted. Life-saving drugs and medical care must be made available to all those in need. And we also need to increase medical research.

We all know this, but that is not enough. In order to attain these objectives we need to promote human rights and to improve the situation of women. We need to continue the struggle against stigmatization and prejudice towards those who are afflicted. We need to enlighten and educate. We need to influence behaviour and customs. Otherwise, we will make no progress.

The nations that are better off need to help those who are in need. We can do this by assisting international humanitarian organizations. We can work with the pharmaceutical industry on reducing the price of drugs and we can assist poor countries in buying drugs.

Although drugs against AIDS can save lives and reduce the odds of infected mothers passing the disease on to their children, the drugs will not work unless they reach the people who need them. This is only possible if the health services of afflicted countries are functional. Drug treatment of HIV infection is not a simple matter. The medication must be taken each and every day. Side effects are not uncommon. Also, it must be possible to monitor the presence of viruses in the person under treatment.

Otherwise there is a risk of drug-resistant virus strains gaining the upper hand. This would leave us in the same position as before. Health services must be strengthened. Otherwise, we will make no progress.

Some success has been achieved in the struggle against the spread of AIDS. This has been achieved by improving the conditions of women. This has been achieved by disseminating knowledge about the transmission chain and how to break it, by recruiting young people in the struggle against AIDS, and by making drug treatment available to those who need it. This has been achieved through the active participation of HIV-infected people in the struggle against AIDS. And this has been achieved where governments lead the way and actively support preventive measures and treatment.

In spite of all this we all know that HIV is here to stay as long as there is no cure and as long as we have no effective means of vaccination. The struggle now is to keep the epidemic in check and reduce it as much as possible. HIV infection is a chronic disease that requires life-long treatment. The governments of all countries should therefore take the initiative regarding long-term plans designed to reduce the social and financial impact of the epidemic. They need to take steps to improve the position of social classes that are disadvantaged and therefore at a greater risk of infection. They need to promote achievement of the goals established regarding the fight against the epidemic, to ensure access to treatment and care for all those who need it, and to encourage the development of drugs and vaccines against HIV infection. And they need to ensure the availability of sufficient resources for the campaign against the AIDS epidemic.

Finally, I would like to mention that Iceland is now supporting the initiative of the Council of the
Baltic Sea States Task Force on Communicable Disease Control in the Baltic Sea Region, both financially and with medical expertise, where the fight against AIDS, tuberculosis and other infectious diseases are high priorities.

Before I finish I would like to announce that the Icelandic Government is fully aware of its duties and responsibilities in fighting the HIV/AIDS pandemic, and we will financially support the special global AIDS and health fund.

**The Acting President**: I give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Hansjörg Frick, Minister for Public Health and Social Affairs of Liechtenstein.

**Mr. Frick** (Liechtenstein): When the human immunodeficiency virus was discovered on 5 June 1981, hardly anyone could have predicted how tremendous and destructive an impact this virus would have on humanity — that it would indeed affect the lives of all of us, those infected and those not. We all had to learn how to live with the threat of the disease or indeed the disease itself. Twenty years later, the sheer statistical data are shocking: More than 36 million people currently living with HIV/AIDS, 22 million already fallen victim to the epidemic, 13 million children orphaned by the disease. The projections for the future are even more sombre. These numbers speak volumes, and they do not even talk about the other dimensions of the pandemic: The breakdown of families and entire communities, the destruction of the social fabric, the devastating effects on national economies and the countless untold stories of social exclusion, stigmatization and individual suffering.

We are facing a global crisis, but the epidemic has taken its most devastating toll in Africa, in particular in its sub-Saharan region. The HIV/AIDS epidemic knows no national boundaries and reached global dimensions a long time ago. The United Nations is thus the international organization that faces the enormous challenge of designing a response to this global public health crisis. We therefore welcome this special session as a historic opportunity and wish to thank Secretary-General Kofi Annan in particular for his strong personal commitment to the issue.

This special session has already been a big success through raising awareness and focusing the interest of a broad public on the continuing HIV/AIDS crisis. Now we are called upon as Governments to add to this achievement by sending a clear and strong political message. We have to commit ourselves to respond globally to the pandemic — through both national action and international cooperation.

Clearly the HIV/AIDS epidemic has to be addressed in different ways in different countries and regions. Underlying issues of a structural nature such as poverty and education pose enormous difficulties in certain countries and regions. In others, such factors are less important. Cultural factors are important everywhere, but they are not the same everywhere. The groups and individuals at particular risk also vary from country to country and from region to region. There is no easy answer to this very complex problem. An approach that proves effective in one country may be misdirected somewhere else. It is necessary to keep this fact in mind. It is also of critical importance that we are willing to share our respective experiences, to share the lessons that all of us have learned so that others, too, can benefit from them.

In our experience, prevention, which leads to a drastic reduction or, ideally, elimination of new infections, is indeed the core of an effective response to halt the spread of HIV/AIDS. This approach has proved effective not only in our region but also in many other countries. Prevention is based on information and education, general access to relevant services, and the promotion and protection of human rights. It requires openness and political will to address the root causes of the disease. It requires an ability to recognize that the marginalization and stigmatization of persons infected with the HIV virus not only exacerbates the crisis but also contributes to the further spread of the disease. Clearly, prevailing local and national circumstances have formed the basis of all prevention strategies, in particular the identification of groups that are at special risk of contracting the virus. Governmental action and leadership are critical, as is the involvement of civil society, in particular the people living with HIV/AIDS themselves.

The focus on prevention should not undermine the attention we give to the care and treatment of infected people. Access to medication is certainly the key issue in this respect. We believe that the human right of every individual to the highest attainable standards of health can and must be reconciled with the existing legal standards in the area of intellectual property rights. The business sector also has a clear
responsibility in this respect. We are gratified to note that discussions in this regard are under way.

In conclusion, I would like to emphasize that the Government of Liechtenstein supports the establishment of a global fund to combat the HIV/AIDS pandemic. National strategies can only be successful if they are funded adequately. A strong international component is needed in these efforts. My Government is currently considering the level of its contribution, which we hope to be able to announce as soon as possible. Thank you.

The Acting President: Distinguished delegates, I must appeal to the representatives to be good enough to keep silent in the General Assembly Hall in order to maintain the dignity of the Assembly and out of courtesy to the speakers. Thank you. I now give the floor to His Excellency Vitaliy Moskalenko, Minister for Health Care of Ukraine.

Mr. Moskalenko (spoke in Ukrainian): Mr. President, on behalf of the delegation of Ukraine allow me to congratulate the participants in this session on the opening of the General Assembly special session on HIV/AIDS.

I would also like to express our sincere gratitude to the United Nations Secretary-General, Mr. Kofi Annan, for his personal contribution to the preparation of this extremely important forum. We highly appreciate the efforts of its organizers, Member States, and other participants in the negotiation process, in preparing the draft declaration to be adopted by this special session.

Fully recognizing the gravity of HIV/AIDS epidemic throughout the world, Ukraine was one of the initiators of convening this special session. Unfortunately, my country has not escaped the negative process that has affected all humanity. At present, there are more than 38,000 officially registered HIV-infected people in Ukraine. These include 2,000 people living with AIDS, of whom more than a thousand have already died.

The President and the Government of Ukraine defined the fight against HIV/AIDS among the most important priorities of our national policy. A decree signed by the President of Ukraine in 2000, which provides for the implementation of emergency measures aimed at preventing the spread of HIV/AIDS in Ukraine, shows his commitment to addressing this global challenge.

One of the first laws adopted in Ukraine after it achieved independence concerned the prevention of AIDS and the social protection of the population. Another important step provided for in the Ukrainian legislature, in keeping with international norms of human and patient rights, was to abandon the policy of obligatory HIV testing for groups at risk.

The national strategy to address the epidemic is based on establishing a whole hierarchy of national institutions covering the entire social-humanitarian sphere and on promoting effective cooperation with the international community and close collaboration with non-governmental organizations.

The national policy in this sphere is implemented by a special governmental commission on HIV/AIDS prevention, which coordinates all the aspects of the battle against HIV/AIDS.

Since independence, three national programmes on HIV/AIDS prevention have been implemented, and earlier this year the fourth programme, which defines the new strategy to address the epidemic, was approved. A network of health-care institutions for HIV/AIDS patients has been established in Ukraine and effective protective measures are being implemented to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV. A number of other preventive programmes for the population at risk have also been launched. Ukraine can share its experience in the application of these preventive measures with our partners in Eastern Europe and Asia in their response to HIV/AIDS.

Our national testing system and the large-scale manufacture of antiretroviral drugs in Ukraine fully meet our country’s needs, but could also help to meet the demands of neighbouring States.

Given the global dimension of the epidemic, a qualitatively new approach towards mobilizing efforts at the regional level is needed. We regard the initiative to set up an Eastern European training and methodological centre on HIV/AIDS in Ukraine as one of the most efficient means of subregional cooperation. Such a centre could operate within the framework of the GUUAM Group — that is Georgia, Uzbekistan, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, and Moldova — with the participation of other interested countries.
We call upon the international community to intensify its efforts to mobilize scientific and technical resources for research into new medicines and vaccines and to ensure access to medicines through technology transfer, which would facilitate production of antiretroviral drugs at the national level.

The HIV/AIDS epidemic struck Ukraine immediately after the Chernobyl catastrophe, which affected more than 3 million citizens including 550,000 children, and which weakened the immunity of the entire population. Eliminating the aftermath of the accident and closing the Chernobyl nuclear power plant require significant resources. We therefore call upon the international community to assist Ukraine in the implementation of large-scale activities aimed at addressing the HIV/AIDS epidemic, which, with its destructive power, could have consequences greater than those of the Chernobyl disaster.

By supporting the draft declaration of the General Assembly at this special session, Ukraine undertakes the commitment to take concrete steps aimed at fulfilling the tasks and achieving the goals to be set out at the session. Our political will is evidenced by the recent decision of the President of Ukraine to declare 2002 as the Year of Combating AIDS in Ukraine.

We earnestly wish us all — every country and every nation — success in addressing HIV/AIDS. We wish success to this special session. We are convinced that only with the united efforts of the world community will we win the fight against this plague of the twenty-first century.

**The Acting President**: I now give the floor to Her Excellency The Right Honourable Clare Short, M.P., Secretary of State for International Development of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

**Ms. Short** (United Kingdom): There is no need for me to repeat now the terrible statistics of the seriousness of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. We have heard them this morning, and I hope we all know them. HIV/AIDS is a cause of enormous suffering and premature loss of life, and is a terrible barrier to development, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, which is already the region suffering the largest and deepest poverty in the world.

But no country and no people in the world can afford to be complacent. HIV/AIDS is spreading across the world, particularly in Asia, the Caribbean, Latin America and Russia. Everyone is vulnerable, and there is still no cure. It is absolutely inevitable that the pandemic will spread to more people and more countries before things start to get better. We must urgently do more to prevent its spread.

We have, I am afraid, no reason to congratulate ourselves on the convening of this session. Of course, we welcome it, but we must face the fact that we have been aware of the infection for 20 years and that it was spreading out of control for at least 10 years. And we must not fool ourselves — welcome as this session is — into thinking that the holding of a special session of the General Assembly leads to any automatic improvement in prevention or treatment. Indeed, it is my strongly held view that we waste too much time and energy in United Nations conferences and special sessions. We use up enormous energy arguing at great length over texts that provide few if any follow-up mechanisms or assurances that Governments and United Nations agencies will carry forward the declarations on which we agree.

We must do better, and we must be determined here to do better. It was agreed, for example, at the special session held in New York to conduct a five-year review of the implementation of the outcome of the Cairo International Conference on Population and Development that we would all work for a 25 per cent reduction in transmission of HIV/AIDS among young people in worst-affected countries by 2010. We should now be asking every country, United Nations agency and Government to report annually on progress towards those already agreed targets rather than launching another general declaration. We must make these targets real and make them operationally effective rather than come to New York and say things, and then go home and carry on as before.

However, as we are all here, we must make the best possible use of this session and try to use it to energize a worldwide effort to contain the spread of the disease much more effectively. We are all aware — and it has been said this morning — that some countries have taken brave and intelligent action which has allowed them to slow down the spread of the disease. Uganda and Thailand in particular have set an important example of successful prevention. But, as the First Deputy Prime Minister of Uganda said, Uganda itself has no room for complacency.
Prevention remains the most important work, because there is still no cure for HIV/AIDS. We must, of course, press on with research on a vaccine and, very important, on microbicides. We must make antiretroviral drugs available where we can do so responsibly, but let no one pretend that antiretrovirals are a cure or that, whatever their price, most people who are infected will receive them. The truth is that most people who are affected are not served by any basic health-care system and that most suffer with poor nutrition and little basic care. We must do more to make condoms and drugs available, but we must be absolutely clear that, without a much greater commitment to building basic health-care systems, the overwhelming majority of the more than 30 million people who are already infected will not be helped.

That is where we need the big increase in expenditure of money. Yes, we need the global health fund to get drugs and commodities, but Governments themselves and development agencies must put resources into building basic health-care systems right across the world that reach all the people of the world, or, no matter what the drugs, they will not help us, because most people will not receive them.

My own department has committed £1 billion to that work, and we will commit more. The declaration made by African leaders in April 2001 at Abuja that they would commit more resources to that work is a very important commitment indeed, which must be carried through.

Twenty years’ experience in our own country, the United Kingdom, and internationally assures us that if we are to prevent the spread of the infection we must speak openly about the epidemic and deal with stigma and discrimination head-on, as I think the Prime Minister of Mozambique did so powerfully earlier this morning. We know which behaviours lead to the greatest risks of transmission; we must, in each of our countries, directly, openly and honestly engage in a debate on ways to promote and protect the health of those at greatest risk of HIV infection. That means vulnerable groups which we can all accept — children, adolescents and refugees — but it must also mean the other groups with high risk of infection.

Let me say to those countries and organizations that do not wish to mention those high-risk groups that if they fail to face up to the need to take action to protect such groups, they will sentence their countries to higher rates of infection. All countries have in their populations men who have sex with men, commercial sex workers who have clients, and intravenous drug users who have sexual partners. If we fail to work together to remove the denial, the stigmatization and the discrimination that exist, we will fail to prevent the spread of the infection. Open and honest debate and the sharing of knowledge and information are essential if we are to make progress in tackling HIV/AIDS.

Work must also continue on a vaccine. In Europe and in the United States, the pharmaceutical companies are driving forward that work. But we must ensure that work continues to develop a vaccine for the strain prevalent in Africa and in other poor countries. We salute the initiative of the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) in organizing the funding for the important work that is taking place in Nairobi and in South Africa, and we call on development agencies and charitable foundations to continue to fund that work to find a vaccine. It is also crucial that we take forward urgently the development of a microbicide so that women are in a position to protect themselves. More than half the new infections are amongst young women who frequently lack the confidence or power to refuse sex or to demand the use of a condom. A microbicide would give them the power to protect themselves. I hope the pharmaceutical companies and others will join the Rockefeller Foundation, the Population Council, the Medical Research Council and ourselves in ensuring this work is taken forward.

I want to conclude with a word on the proposed global health fund, which needs the support of this session, the Group of 7 and the whole international community so that we can have it up and running properly by the end of the year. The fund is designed to provide drugs and commodities for the treatment and prevention of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria. It cannot fund the development of health systems; they must be provided by Governments with the help of development agencies. But the health fund can ensure that drugs are available at reasonable prices and can encourage the development of effective delivery systems. We want to model the fund on the success of the Global Alliance for Vaccine and Immunization (GAVI), which has increased the availability and reduced the price of vaccines in the poorest countries. We believe the global fund can bring down the price and increase the supply of drugs and commodities for tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS and malaria and can also
encourage research on new drugs. To be a success, it needs, like GAVI, a small, effective secretariat and a lean governing body that includes representatives of the United Nations system, development agencies and developing countries. The United Kingdom stands ready to contribute $200 million to the fund if those conditions can be agreed.

My hope is that this meeting will spur us all to action. We know what needs to be done. The lessons of best practice are summarized in the declaration. We must all go home and implement. There have been enough conferences and declarations. What we need now is urgent and much more effective action on a much wider scale to prevent the terrible suffering, loss of life and costs to development that this terrible disease is inflicting across the world.

The Acting President: May I call upon those delegates who are consulting within the Hall to do so outside, in those areas that the United Nations system is so famous for — the corridors and the lounges.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Arturo Vasi Páez, Vice-Minister of Health of the Republic of Peru.

Mr. Vasi Páez (Peru) (spoke in Spanish): I have the pleasure of addressing the Assembly at this special session that is responding to the need for the international community to directly confront the task of reducing and perhaps eliminating, as soon as possible, the scourge that is the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).

In taking up the task that lies ahead we must begin by recognizing fully that we are faced with a global problem, whose various aspects — prevention, care, support and treatment — must be dealt with in an integrated manner given that they are interrelated. It is also essential to recognize that to reduce and eliminate this problem it must be the subject of a frontal attack in all the regions of the world, without exception.

From a health perspective, probably no other problem so adversely affects the future of our peoples as does HIV infection and the complex of illnesses derived from it. The nature of the problem and its close links with factors that in theory can be prevented yet in practice cannot be controlled by public-health measures, and that involve various lifestyles and levels of education, have transformed our understanding of the interrelationship of health and illness. In addition, the impact of HIV on individuals affected by the epidemic and its consequences has serious repercussions for the economic and social development of our respective countries.

Faced with this situation, in Peru we have responded to this epidemic by taking the following decisions. We established a comprehensive programme for the control of sexually transmitted diseases with defined objectives and its own budget, funded by national resources. At present this programme has reached the stage of reinforcing strategies for prevention and care for the benefit of the community in general.

Secondly, the promulgation of the law which created what we call the anti-AIDS system has allowed for the drawing up of a national plan. This plan includes strategies for intervention focused on the reinforcement at the national level of early diagnosis and treatment of sexually transmitted infections and on taking steps to change behaviours. Free antiretroviral treatments are provided both to pregnant women infected with HIV, in order to reduce vertical transmission, and to new-born children of HIV-infected mothers. For the latter, the plan provides artificial nursing, safe blood and the promotion of the proper bio-safety practices. High-quality services are also offered to people affected by HIV/AIDS. And all of these programmes are part of an overall effort to promote and protect the human rights of persons affected by this epidemic.

In this context, we must make sure that the generalization of the epidemic is not the only possible option, nor is it the necessary outcome. Thus our goal as a country is to stop the expansion of the epidemic. For this, it is essential first to stabilize the disease at its current level and to reduce this level by using the appropriate preventive measures.

The December 2000 statistics on the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Peru indicate that we are still in an epidemic that is concentrated, above all in the population of men who have sex with men. Their rate of infection is 11 per cent. The number of cases of AIDS to date is 11,300. With regard to the means of transmission that have been detected, sexual transmission of the epidemic predominates, being the means in 96 per cent of the cases. Second in frequency is vertical mother-to-child transmission: 2.19 per cent of the cases. In third place is transmission among
relatives, the rate of which in our country is very low: 1.85 per cent. However, we must point out the swift increase in the rate of infection of women, which may indicate that there is a risk of the epidemic becoming generalized, instead of being concentrated in the groups with a high prevalence of infection.

In conformity with the national situation I have described, Peru's has high expectations for the outcome of the declaration of commitments that this Assembly is to adopt. In this sense, we consider it pertinent that the international community as a whole give the maximum political support to all the resolutions adopted here.

We are also aware that the prices of antiretroviral drugs must be substantially reduced, and thus we are pleased with the international trend in this direction. Peru believes it essential that the global fund to be established here be managed in a very transparent manner and in complete accordance with a comprehensive vision that maintains a unified approach to all countries, including those, such as ours, with low incidence rates.

I wish to state that the delegation of Peru assigns the highest priority to the resolutions that may issue from this General Assembly, and thus we reiterate the commitment of our current transitional Government to uphold our political commitment to work cooperatively at the national and international to reduce and eliminate HIV/AIDS.

**The Acting President**: I was asked to make the following announcement on behalf of the United Nations Protocol Service. Delegations are hereby reminded that all the presidents, vice-presidents and prime ministers who will participate in the luncheon hosted by the Secretary-General are invited to come around 1 p.m. to the Indonesian lounge where they will be joined by the Secretary-General and the President of the General Assembly, and subsequently proceed to the luncheon area together.

At the same time, all other guests invited to the luncheon hosted by the Secretary-General will be expected to proceed directly to the Delegates’ Dining Room and to take their seats at the luncheon tables.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Abdallah Baali, Chairman of the delegation of Algeria.

**Mr. Baali** (Algeria) *(spoke in French)*: The holding of this special session devoted to reviewing all the aspects of the problem that HIV/AIDS poses to all societies reveals the Member States’ interest in this issue as well as their willingness to unite both their efforts and their resources to put up a united front against this global threat, which is one of the major challenges confronting the international community in the third millennium.

Although the effects of the HIV/AIDS pandemic are being felt with the same tragic force by all the populations, in the South this disease is also a true economic catastrophe which is undermining the development efforts and such progress as has been made at the cost of heavy sacrifices, in particular in the area of social development.

It is a social menace that overturns existing structures such as the family — the traditional centre of solidarity and mutual assistance. It is also a human tragedy, because it endangers the survival of whole populations — particularly people between 15 and 49 years old, of whom women and children are the most often infected. The consequences for the severely affected countries are, from all points of view, enormous. How, in fact, is it possible to respond to an ever-growing need when the necessary human and material resources for taking care of the sick and the orphaned, for example, are cruelly lacking.

To address this problem, international solidarity has a dominant and beneficial role to play in helping the countries in great need fight HIV/AIDS in an effective and sustainable manner. In our opinion, while awaiting vaccines able to protect us from this terrible disease, the only means of first checking and then reversing the current trends is to make available to developing countries at affordable prices the means of prevention and, above all, of treatment — such as tri-therapy. It is not just a question of guaranteeing the right of the sick to treatment and access to health care. No one is against that. But what we must do is to arrange things so that the countries concerned can in fact provide that treatment and care.

In this context the very positive initiatives taken by some pharmaceutical companies should be noted. This is also the place to express our satisfaction at their participation in this collective effort and to call on others to follow their example.
Already facing many complex challenges, Africa is also, of all the world’s regions, the one that is being hardest hit by the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Of the 36 million people infected with the virus, more than two thirds of them are African. Of the 13 million children who are counted as having been orphaned by AIDS, 12 million are African. And three quarters of the 22 million people throughout the world who have died as a result of AIDS are African.

Aware of the serious consequences of this dreadful pandemic, both for the populations and for the economies, stability and security of the affected countries, African leaders have, since the early 1990s, been adopting a series of measures to respond collectively. These measures are set forth, inter alia, in declarations and plans of action. The most recent of these are: the framework for International Partnership against AIDS in Africa, which was adopted during the Algiers summit in 1999; the Algiers plan of action to support HIV/AIDS orphans, vulnerable children and children infected by HIV/AIDS, which was also adopted at Algiers in April 2000; the Lomé Declaration on HIV/AIDS in Africa, adopted in July 2000; and, more recently, the Abuja Declaration on HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and Other Related Infectious Diseases, which treats AIDS as an urgent matter for the continent, requests the lifting of all customs and economic barriers that hinder access to financing for AIDS-related activities, makes the fight against HIV/AIDS a priority issue for national development plans and, lastly, supports the establishment of the global AIDS fund.

Although not greatly affected by this global scourge, Algeria, nonetheless, like other countries, has adopted measures to protect the country against the disease. Thus, since 1998 a national programme to combat HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases has been in place. This programme is a complex of strategies, resources and structures that the country has marshalled to halt the spread of these diseases, in the framework of existing health policy. The programme has three objectives: to prevent the transmission of HIV, to reduce the impact of HIV infection on individuals and families, and to reduce the impact of AIDS on health costs.

To achieve these goals a number of priority campaigns have been implemented. These include the promotion of less risky sexual behaviour. This is carried out through education, public awareness and information campaigns for youths who are in school and those who are not, and for men and women at their workplaces. The campaigns also include facilitating access to contraceptives, addressing both the issues of cost and distribution; guaranteeing the diagnosis and early treatment of sexually transmitted diseases; organizing and strengthening access to consultation and voluntary HIV screening; expanding access to family-planning services; guaranteeing the safety of transfusions throughout the country, while monitoring the maintenance of asepsis and sterilization; guaranteeing seropositive individuals and AIDS sufferers access to health care; promoting access to social services for seropositive individuals, AIDS sufferers and their families; and, lastly, reorienting public expenditures to strengthen the health-care budget and guarantee the financing of the health-services education programmes developed by other departments.

During the various phases of implementation, a certain number of structures have been created. These include referral centres to ensure that seropositive individuals and AIDS sufferers are taken care of and provided follow-up on the biological, clinical, therapeutic and psychological levels. The centres also handle the management of diagnostic and therapeutic methods and the training of health-care personnel. Other structures include committees at the Wilaya level to fight sexually transmitted diseases and AIDS. The committees cover health care, as well as other sectors and associations. The effective decentralization of our fight against sexually transmitted diseases and AIDS has been achieved through a multisectoral approach.

Finally, evaluating the implementation of the programme through the development of medium-term plans, has made apparent shortcomings that will be addressed during the development of a strategic-planning process for the years 2001-2005.

For many of developing countries, fighting AIDS is, without doubt, difficult and painful because of their inability to confront the HIV/AIDS pandemic with the often pathetic resources that they have at their disposal and because of the indifference to this scourge. On this occasion may I say that I am pleased by the leadership role being played by our Organization in mobilizing the relevant actors to fight AIDS, and by the role that has been played by the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and its partners, as well as by
the non-governmental organizations and other associations active in this field.

Finally, I would like to express the hope that the interest generated by this special session will lead to the commitments made by all those involved not being simply empty words. Rather, I hope that these commitments will be effectively implemented so as first of all to contain and then to eradicate this scourge that is threatening the very existence of humanity.

The Acting President: I am compelled to use the only power I have in my hand — the gavel — to attract the delegates’ attention. May I most humbly and respectfully request the delegates not to consult within the Hall and to keep their voices down, out of respect for the speakers. I am repeating this appeal for a second time.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Yoshiro Mori, Chairman of the delegation of Japan.

Mr. Mori (Japan) (spoke in Japanese, English text provided by the delegation): The rapid spread of HIV/AIDS poses a threat to human society and greatly hinders the efforts of developing countries to reduce poverty, advance social and economic development and gain stability. The United Nations special session on HIV/AIDS is indeed an historic opportunity for the international community to ponder how to deal effectively with this unprecedented threat to humanity by mobilizing the wisdom and resource that we collectively possess.

The Group of Eight (G-8) Kyushu-Okinawa Summit meeting in July of last year, which I chaired, took up the issue of infectious diseases, including HIV/AIDS, as one of its leading themes. Participants in the Summit agreed to accelerate, on an urgent basis, international efforts to fight infectious diseases, setting specific numerical targets for reducing the number of victims they claim.

On that occasion, the Japanese Government announced the Okinawa Infectious Diseases Initiative, under which Japan committed itself to extending support to developing countries for measures against HIV/AIDS and other infectious diseases, with the target of allocating a total of $3 billion over the following five years. Furthermore, in December 2000, Japan hosted the Okinawa International Conference on Infectious Diseases, with the participation of representatives from the G-8 countries, developing countries, international organizations and civil society. That International Conference adopted an action plan that gave concrete form to the notion of partnership proclaimed in the communiqué of the G-8 Kyushu-Okinawa Summit.

Also, in January of this year, I, as Prime Minister of Japan at the time, visited South Africa, Kenya and then Nigeria, where my belief further deepened that there can be no stability or prosperity in the world in the twenty-first century without a solution of the problems Africa faces. I witnessed firsthand the difficult struggle against HIV/AIDS and other infectious diseases waged by the people of Africa, and I was made keenly aware once again of the importance of the problem and our responsibility for tackling it.

I am very pleased that the leadership role Japan has played has led to the opportunity to build momentum for the international community to come together to combat infectious diseases all around the world, thereby culminating, through the Millennium Summit, in this special session on HIV/AIDS.

As the largest donor of assistance to developing countries in the world, Japan has continued to place importance on cooperation in the area of infectious diseases and has been providing positive support to developing countries in their effort to take countermeasures against HIV/AIDS. Based on this experience, Japan believes that the following points are of particular importance in any future international strategy against HIV/AIDS.

First of all, the surest and most effective measure against HIV/AIDS is prevention. The importance of prevention cannot be overemphasized. Specifically, a wide range of preventive measures are urgently needed, including educational and awareness-raising activities; the wider use of condoms, ensuring safe blood supplies; improvement of public hygiene; prevention of mother-child transmission of diseases; and improvement of counselling and testing capabilities. The strengthening of support for developing countries in these areas is indeed urgently needed.

Secondly, ensuring improved access to pharmaceuticals such as antiretroviral drugs and to care for infected persons, patients and AIDS orphans is an important task. We welcome the major progress that has been made recently in this field.
At the same time, the establishment of health systems is essential for the safe and effective use of medicine. Together with improved access to medicine, the strengthening of support for human resources development in the medical field and for the improvement of medical infrastructure in developing countries is important.

Thirdly, research and development on an AIDS vaccine is a task both developed and developing countries must shoulder. It is necessary to further strengthen international cooperation in this field.

Fourthly, the efforts of the developing countries themselves are essential for measures against HIV/AIDS to be effective. In order to enhance the ownership of developing countries, it is important for them to share, through South-South cooperation, their experiences relating to effective HIV/AIDS countermeasures.

Fifthly, it is important for donor countries, developing countries, international organizations and civil society to build a partnership towards the common goal of mobilizing financial resources for the fight against the epidemic.

It goes without saying that the global struggle against HIV/AIDS requires huge financial resources. In addition to the efforts of developing countries to mobilize financial resources, strong international support is indispensable. For this purpose, the Japanese Government is determined to implement the Okinawa Infectious Diseases Initiative and has already decided on, and implemented, specific support measures amounting to a total of approximately $700 million.

Also, in order to develop further international cooperation in the field of health, discussions are now in progress towards the establishment of a global HIV/AIDS and health fund to address the prevention of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria, and treatment and care for those who contract those diseases. The Japanese Government will spare no effort, through consultations with other countries such as the G-8 Genoa Summit meeting, to achieve the prompt establishment of the fund in an appropriate form and the commencement of its operation early next year. I would like to take this opportunity to announce, on behalf of the Japanese Government, a pledge of a substantial contribution to this global fund.

Despite the extremely severe financial situation it is currently facing, the Japanese Government is determined to participate actively in global efforts against infectious diseases, in recognition of the fact that HIV/AIDS and other such diseases represent a crisis for humankind, threatening human security and endangering the development of countries throughout the world.

The Acting President: I give the floor to His Excellency Yashar Aliyev, Chairman of the delegation of Azerbaijan.

Mr. Aliyev (Azerbaijan): In two decades, the problem of HIV/AIDS has become a truly global emergency. The epidemic has continued its relentless and merciless spread across continents, hitting harder in some places than others but sparing no country. Today we are facing terrible figures: more than 50 million people around the world are living with HIV/AIDS, the vast majority of them in sub-Saharan Africa.

On behalf of the Government and the people of my country, I should like to express our sincere sympathy to the Governments and the people of Botswana, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia, Kenya, Malawi, Djibouti and Mozambique, and to all other affected African, Asian, Caribbean and Eastern European countries which, despite all the difficulties, are rising up against the disease and the suffering it causes.

As outlined in the report of the Secretary-General (A/55/779),

“The countries of the former USSR present some of the most dramatic trends in the worldwide AIDS epidemic ... A complicated backdrop of economic crisis, rapid social change, increased poverty and unemployment, growing prostitution and changes in sexual norms have all contributed to fuelling the rapid spread of HIV throughout the region.” (A/55/779, paras. 11 and 12)

Azerbaijan is experiencing a humanitarian emergency, as the conflict with neighbouring Armenia has resulted in 1 million refugees and displaced persons. All of this, along with a huge migration of Azerbaijan’s population into the countries of the former Soviet Union, has created conditions for the rapid spread of HIV throughout the country.
In comparison with the previous nine years, the rate of revealed HIV infection has increased 50-fold since the beginning of 2001. To cope with this scourge, a number of necessary and important measures have been taken at the national level. In 1990, the National Centre for Combating HIV/AIDS was established. That governmental institution is the primary body charged with providing all possible assistance to those who need it. In 1996, the Parliament of Azerbaijan adopted a law on the prevention of AIDS. In 1997, the country’s Government approved the National Programme on AIDS prevention. Unfortunately, a shortage of financial resources has prevented us from fully implementing the Programme.

I wish to take this opportunity to express our gratitude to UNAIDS and its co-sponsors for the pilot project implemented earlier in Azerbaijan. However, at present, we are deeply concerned that our country is not a participant in any project, and we hope for a quick resolution of the matter.

If we analyse our experiences of the past 20 years, we have to recognize that the results of the fight against HIV/AIDS are still far from satisfactory. Therefore, the time has come to reconsider strategies and tactics for combating this problem at the national, regional and global levels.

We are certain that all aspects of addressing the problem are pivotal. We fully share the Secretary-General’s approach, with prevention as its first objective. We must do our best to halt and reverse the spread of the virus, notably by mobilizing young people, who are at greatest risk of infection, for their own protection.

We must also prevent the cruelest, most unjust infection of all, that which passes from mother to child. All mothers must be able to find out whether they are HIV-positive or not. And those who are must have access to antiretroviral therapy, which has been shown to halve the risk of transmission.

It is needless to say how vitally important it is to put care and treatment within everyone’s reach. The access to treatment for people with HIV must be dramatically improved.

And, last but not least, there is the achievement of tangible scientific breakthroughs. We are still a long way from finding a cure for HIV/AIDS and a long way from finding a vaccine against it.

The foregoing clearly manifests how complex and difficult the problem is and how combating HIV/AIDS demands concerted efforts and decisive actions by all of us. Our delegation supports the draft declaration of commitment on HIV/AIDS, “Global Crisis — Global Action”, which we are going to adopt at the end of the session. We strongly believe it will be a decisive step forward, and it will lay down a solid foundation for joint effective responses against this scourge.

The Acting President: I give the floor to Ms. Lalla Joumala Alaoui, Chairperson of the delegation of Morocco.

Ms. Alaoui (Morocco) (spoke in Arabic): His Majesty, Mohammed VI, King of Morocco, has entrusted me with the honour of reading out the following royal speech on his behalf and with conveying His Majesty’s greetings and utmost respect for this important gathering.

“I am pleased to say how much the Kingdom of Morocco appreciates the decision taken by the United Nations General Assembly to convene a special session on HIV/AIDS. This is a commendable initiative, and we wish it full success. We also hope that this United Nations gathering will manage to mobilize the necessary resources to fight this deadly epidemic, and thus overcome the blatant contradiction involved in hailing health as a theoretical human right while allowing discrimination between the developed countries that have been able to contain the spread of AIDS, thanks to their resources and their use of medical research, and the developing countries that are powerless against stopping the spread of the disease because they lack the minimum prevention and treatment capacity. This is particularly true for the African continent, which is facing terrible danger.

“We are trying to cope with the constraints of globalization and to keep abreast of developments taking place around the world. In addition, we are endeavouring to keep up with the migration flows that have now made it impossible for any nation to remain immune from this epidemic. The provision of medical protection and making it accessible to all, as well as supplying necessary drugs and medical equipment, require substantial resources from national budgets, in addition to tax and customs
duties exemptions for those medical supplies deemed necessary, especially drugs on which citizens’ health is dependent, without any social, geographic or ethnic discrimination.

“We commend the praiseworthy steps taken by the United Nations Secretary-General to set up a global fund in order to enable developing countries afflicted by AIDS to secure antiretroviral drugs.

“As part of its effort to fight AIDS, Morocco has developed a comprehensive strategy based on detection, therapy and prevention. It calls for the involvement of all sectors, including Government agencies and civil society in large-scale awareness-raising campaigns through the media and among young people and populations at risk at large.

“At the same time, we are responding to the concerns set out in the United Nations draft declaration that is being considered at the present session. While expressing satisfaction with the United Nations initiatives, Morocco would like to express its hopes for obtaining preferential prices, like those granted to other countries. We also call for the setting up of additional international cooperation and coordination mechanisms to combat this epidemic, which poses a threat not only to our own development effort, but also to health security the world over.

“Given the experience, skills and know-how accumulated by Morocco and by its professional labour force over the years, and considering its continuous monitoring, evaluation and adaptation effort with respect to the initiatives and activities taken in this field, Morocco is ready to put its modest experience at the disposal of the international community and, more particularly, of brotherly African nations, in confirmation of its strong commitment to the principles of effective solidarity, principles which should guide us in all of our efforts.”

The Acting President: I now give the floor to Mr. Fernando Yépez Lasso, Chairman of the delegation of Ecuador.

Mr. Yépez Lasso (Ecuador) (spoke in Spanish): Mr. President, it is a great pleasure for me to express the gratitude of the delegation of Ecuador for your excellent leadership in conducting our work at this extremely important special session General Assembly of the United Nations. This marks a milestone in the work of our Organization in its commitment to international cooperation, to the harmonious development of our people, to the respect for human rights and to a growing well-being of all of the members of the world community.

Consideration of this important subject, whose importance is clear for the world community, causes us to think deeply about the characteristics and the course of the current international situation. More than 10 years have gone by since the end of the cold war, and today we are living in a period of globalization, with the opening of markets, the liberalization of trade, the promotion of private investment and a revolution in information and communications technologies.

However, the situation of the developing countries has not changed much. Globalization has unfortunately widened the gap between the rich and poor. External debt is one of the most serious obstacles to development, because it prevents the implementation of programmes aimed at improving the health, education, employment, environmental management and well-being of the most disadvantaged groups of the population. The opening of markets and the liberalization of trade have benefited very few and our products still face restrictive regulations in accessing the major world markets. Cooperation for development has been reduced and scientific and technological research is moving in very well-defined directions. The large multinational enterprises own the patents for the massive production of goods and products, including medicines, and they set their prices according to their interests. On the other hand, the developing countries, which depend on technology transfer, must also overcome obstacles in order to have the intellectual property of traditional knowledge recognized.

In an international scenario with these characteristics, it is clearly difficult to effectively face the AIDS pandemic and its devastating effects. This is a great challenge for the United Nations, and this special session is precisely the first step in the right direction towards political dialogue, effective cooperation and real solidarity.

The political constitution of Ecuador guarantees the right to health and its promotion and protection, in accordance with principles of equity, universality,
solidarity, quality and efficiency. Furthermore, it clearly defines the State’s obligation to promote a culture for health and life, emphasizing sexual and reproductive health.

In that regard, Ecuador has developed actions to prevent and address the HIV/AIDS epidemic since the 1980s. Thus, in 1987, the programme for the prevention and control of HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted infections was established. Following that, with a view to combining efforts and strengthening the impact of the struggle against this evil, the National Committee for the Prevention, Control and Care of HIV/AIDS was created. Finally, in April 2000, the National Congress adopted the law for HIV/AIDS prevention and comprehensive assistance, which declares the fight against this epidemic a national concern.

Therefore, Ecuador believes it is necessary to create and implement public policies aimed at systematic and sustainable monitoring actions, prevention and the care of people affected by HIV/AIDS, in the context of full respect for human rights, with a comprehensive approach and the ongoing participation of civil society organizations, particularly those made up of people affected by the disease. The goal is to achieve, over the medium term, a change in the epidemic’s current trend and, if possible, to cause it to recede.

The programmes carried out by the national Government place special emphasis on the prevention of sexually transmitted infections and HIV/AIDS, which includes a focus on gender perspectives and human rights, children and adolescents attending schools, as well as on groups that, because of their social status or behaviour, are vulnerable. Special priority attention should be given to the prevention of vertical transmission of HIV/AIDS and particularly to helping people affected by the virus by facilitating access to low-cost medicines, tests and other health-care activity.

The heads of State of the Andean Community of Nations, who met yesterday at the thirteenth Andean Presidential Council in Venezuela, have expressed their great concern about the scope of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, particularly the consequences and weaknesses caused by the poverty and extreme poverty existing in the Andean subregion, whose spread causes concern. They have, therefore, expressed their confidence in the results of this Assembly, which must include a comprehensive vision for a frontal and decisive struggle against the pandemic at the global level, while recognizing that prevention, care, support and treatment are inseparable aspects that must be the subject of financing and cooperation by States, the private sector, the pharmaceutical industry, the donor countries and international organizations.

Finally, Ecuador reaffirms its full support for the international community’s struggle, led by the United Nations, to confront the HIV/AIDS pandemic, as well as its firm commitment to the principles of international cooperation that allow the establishment of a more united, just and equitable world.

The Acting President: I now give the floor to Mr. Peter Piot, Executive Director of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS.

Mr. Piot (UNAIDS): Two paths lead from this special session — two possible futures. One path simply continues from where we are today: an epidemic that we are fighting but that is gradually defeating us. One path simply continues from where we are today; a path where tens of millions of people are dying and where a hundred million more may become infected and die in the future; where half of every new generation of boys and girls in the worst affected countries will die of AIDS.

These figures are not theoretical. They represent real lives. If we continue as we are, struggling to hold the front but each year losing a little more ground, this is the territory we will stand in, a place of pain and sorrow, a place of unimaginable loss.

But we will also be in a place of collective shame in that all together, with all of our resources, with all of our wealth, we will have failed to protect the vulnerable; we will have failed to care for the sick, protect the orphaned and stop the dying.

This is one path that leads from this special session. But there is another. We are here today to build this other path. Over the last year there has been an extraordinary shift towards a collective responsibility. In coming here today, the Member States of the United Nations declare their commitment to stop this epidemic.

Those who have been involved in this process know how hard it has been to clear the forest of denial and fear to start building this path. None of us should
be surprised. These are difficult issues. The behaviours and social circumstances that drive this epidemic are not easy to understand or to talk about. Many are associated with shame and discrimination, and we often exclude what we fear.

Negotiating the declaration has required that Member States address these issues in much the same way that communities, families and couples across the world have had to — with respect, sensitivity and compassion.

A declaration of commitment must lay the foundations for the second path. It must be grounded in our experience of the epidemic and scientific evidence of what works and what does not. To achieve the goals of this declaration, we will need to redouble our efforts and then redouble them again.

This path out of the special session must be one of commitment to stop this epidemic; to never give up; to never allow the obstacles along the way to defeat us; to go on until no one living with HIV is stigmatized, excluded, shut out; to persevere until all our young people know how to protect themselves from infection and no infant is born infected with HIV; to go on until children orphaned by AIDS have the same prospects as any other children and until antiretroviral therapy is essential care for anyone living with HIV and until an affordable vaccine is available for all.

The President returned to the Chair.

Is this an impossible dream? Not at all. Over the last year, dramatic changes have shaped our view of the possible. We have seen major new commitments of resources, even this morning, and the recognition of the need for the urgent creation of a global fund on AIDS and health. We have seen unprecedented political leadership, and here I salute in particular our Secretary-General. We have seen the communities and participation of people living with HIV increasingly strong in all countries. We have seen major reductions in the price of HIV drugs, a newly mobilized United Nations system and new partnerships with the private sector, with foundations, with faith-based organizations. We know what works. We know what to do. And with uncompromising determination, we must ensure that no country, no community fails in its response to AIDS because of a lack of financial and human resources.

Two paths lead from this special session: one, a path that leads to unimaginable loss; the other, a path of commitment and hope. Representatives here have a choice. The world looks to their leadership.

Agenda item 5

Organization of the session (A/RES/55/242)

The President: The General Assembly will now return to the matter concerning the list of accredited civil society actors for participation in the debate in plenary and in the round tables.

In this connection, the Assembly has before it a conference room paper in document HIV/AIDS/CRP.6, which was transmitted by facsimile to all permanent missions on Saturday, 23 June 2001. The General Assembly also has before it document A/S-26/L.1, containing an amendment to the list of selected accredited civil society actors that may participate in the round tables of the special session of the General Assembly on HIV/AIDS, which list is reflected in the annex to conference room paper HIV/AIDS/CRP.6.

In accordance with rule 90 of the rules of procedure, the amendment must be acted on first. The Assembly shall therefore take a decision first on the amendment circulated in document A/S-26/L.1.

I call on the representative of Egypt on a point of order.

Mr. Roshdy (Egypt): All representatives present here today know what the issue at stake is. It is not the issue of an organization that will participate or not participate in a round table. It is the issue of the right of Member States to use the rule of non-objection basis. If we abolish this rule today, those countries that do not move in a group will be the countries that suffer the most.

That is why I am proposing, on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) — which represents 56 countries — a motion of no action on this amendment. I invite all representatives to press the green button to support this no-action motion in order to demonstrate our support of and solidarity with the rights of Member States.

That is why I am proposing, on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) — which represents 56 countries — a motion of no action on this amendment. I invite all representatives to press the green button to support this no-action motion in order to demonstrate our support of and solidarity with the rights of Member States.

The OIC tried to avoid starting the first day of this special session by having a vote. This is a dangerous precedent and it is not the right message the General Assembly would like to send to the outside
world. That is why I am encouraging and urging all representatives to press the green button to show their support of and solidarity with each Member State's right to the non-objection basis.

The President: I call on the representative of Canada to introduce draft resolution A/S-26/L.1.

Mr. Hynes (Canada): I am pleased, on behalf of the original sponsors — Canada, Norway and Sweden — as well as the more than 30 other sponsors, to introduce draft resolution A/S-26/L.1. The additional sponsors include Andorra, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Chile, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Malta, Monaco, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Slovenia, Spain, the United Kingdom and Yugoslavia.

The amendment contained in document A/S-26/L.1 proposes that the list of participants for round table 2 — the round table on human rights — include the name of Karyn Kaplan of the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission.

As you reported this morning, Sir, that name had been included in the original list that was circulated on 13 June, following consultations with Member States. However, following the receipt of objections from 11 unspecified countries, it was removed from the list, which is contained in conference room paper HIV/AIDS/CRP.6.

After lengthy informal discussions over the past few days, it has become apparent that your Office is not at liberty to divulge the identities of the objecting delegations; nor is it able to enlighten the Assembly as to the nature or basis of the objections; nor, it seems, were any of the anonymous objecting delegations able or willing to share any such information with other members of the Assembly.

In the circumstances, our delegations do not believe that they have sufficient information to enable them to make an informed decision to exclude this representative from the list of civil society actors. In this regard, we would note that the organization in question has been duly accredited to the special session by virtue of an earlier consensus decision of this Assembly. I would add that, as a general rule, its exclusion from this list at this stage could be justified only on the basis of clear evidence to the effect that this organization has engaged in activities contrary to the goals or fundamental principles of the United Nations. At this stage, no such evidence has been adduced, and indeed no such allegations have even been advanced.

It is an important matter of principle for our delegations that the United Nations must not, and cannot, engage in the practice of denying important privileges to organizations on the basis of a system of anonymous, arbitrary blackballing. If we accept the imposition of such procedures on any organization, regardless of whether or not we agree with its views, then no organization, regardless of whether or not we agree with its views, can be protected against such arbitrary and undemocratic process. This is why, as you recalled this morning, Mr. President, the Assembly's resolution 55/242 prescribes that all final decisions in such matters must be taken by the General Assembly.

Throughout the preparatory process for this event, in discussions on both procedural and substantive aspects of our work, it has been frequently and widely stated and agreed by all that this special session can succeed, and the battle against HIV/AIDS can be effective, only if a genuine effort is made to engage all relevant quarters of civil society in the process and in the battle. If we wish the world to regard this special session as a serious effort to contribute to this cause, our actions here today must reflect those words and that reality.

For those reasons, our delegations request that our motion for the reinstatement of this group now be taken up by the Assembly, and we would urge all other delegations to join in taking this step to preserve the integrity of this special session and of the General Assembly.

We would request, further, that this motion be considered through a recorded vote, and we would assume that following this decision the Assembly would proceed to take a decision on the entire list of civil society actors, enabling us to continue with this important event.

The sponsors of the amendment before us sincerely hope that the question we have raised in this amendment can be addressed quickly and in a dispassionate, dignified and serious fashion. This is the only fashion that is befitting the serious purposes that have brought us together this week. Let the Assembly discharge its responsibility in a businesslike manner,
and let us then get on with the crucial business before us.

The President: May I ask the representatives of Egypt and Pakistan, are they asking to speak on a point of order?

Mr. Roshdy (Egypt): No, I am just asking for the floor.

The President: I now ask the representative of Pakistan, is he asking to speak on a point of order?

Mr. Chaudhry (Pakistan): Yes, because I had asked for the floor immediately after the Egyptian delegation and I was not given the opportunity to speak, so I would like to have that opportunity now.

The President: Is your intervention a point of order?

Mr. Chaudhry (Pakistan): I would have to speak in full to explain what it is about.

The President: I have to apologize, but according to the rules of procedure, no other interventions besides points of order are allowed at this stage.

We will now take up the Egyptian action — or motion for no action, which must be decided first. After that, we can continue the process.

I give the floor to the representative of the Sudan on a point of order.

Mr. Rahmtalla (Sudan): I apologize for taking the floor with a point of order.

I thought it fitting to say that you, Mr. President, should have been advised properly by the Secretariat that the first speaker to address this very important issue after you returned to the Chair was the representative of Egypt, on behalf of all the Organization of the Islamic Conference member States, and that was in the process of voting on the issue that we are addressing. I think that giving the floor to the representative of Canada was a grave mistake, because according to the rules of procedure, once a motion has been proposed it has to be seconded and voted on, and there should be no debate. I request you, Mr. President, to act accordingly.

The President: I thank the representative of the Sudan, but I have to mention that the amendment on which a motion for no action has been made had not been introduced at the twenty-sixth special session, and I gave the floor to the representative of Egypt on the basis of a point of order. Thereafter I gave the floor to the representative of Canada in order to introduce the amendment.

Now, the representative of Egypt has moved, within the terms of rule 74 of the rules of procedure, that no action be taken on the amendment contained in document A/S-26/L.1. Rule 74 reads as follows:

“During the discussion of any matter, a representative may move the adjournment of the debate on the item under discussion. In addition to the proposer of the motion, two representatives may speak in favour of, and two against, the motion, after which the motion shall be immediately put to the vote.”

The President: I shall now put to the vote the motion submitted. Before that, does any Member wish to speak?

I give the floor to the representative of Pakistan.

Mr. Chaudhry (Pakistan): In fact, before we had to go through this whole round of discussion, I had asked for the floor, precisely in accordance with rule 74, in order to be the second speaker. I wanted to explain our viewpoint. Now that you have given me the floor, Mr. President, with your permission, I would like to do so.

This is a matter of great importance to all of us, and it is a matter of principle. Mr. President, you circulated a letter on 13 June concerning the participation of civil society actors in the plenary and round tables. Pursuant to paragraph 30 of the annex to resolution 55/242, Member States are to consider the participation on a non-objection basis. Everyone here recalls that the principle of non-objection was formulated precisely to shorten the time period required for processing non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and civil society actors that do not have consultative status with the Economic and Social Council. For those which have consultative status there is no problem.

Several countries have raised objections to one particular NGO, which has now been introduced in document A/S-26/L.1. In your letter of 21 June, Mr. President, you took the correct action, in our view, according to procedures by deleting the organization to which there were objections.
The principle of non-objection means that if even one Member State objects to a civil society actor, that organization cannot participate. The objection raised by any Member State is not a matter for discussion in the General Assembly.

We respect the viewpoint presented by the Canadian delegation on behalf of several delegations, but we cannot accept the view that insufficient information was available to the countries that raised objections. We believe that it is not for the General Assembly to consider the merits or demerits of any objection. That is for the committee on NGOs to do. They do it every time. But this principle of non-objection was established so that all NGOs that do not have consultative status would be able to participate provided that no objections are raised.

So we do not think that the General Assembly should undertake any discussions on the antecedents or credentials of any particular NGO. We believe that the presentation of document A/S-26/L.1 and this whole question are a violation of the procedure that we had agreed in resolution 55/242. We therefore fully support the no-action motion presented by Egypt, and we believe that we should all support the no-action motion as a matter of principle.

The President: I give the floor to the representative of Sweden.

Mr. Schori (Sweden): The European Union is convinced that our common goals cannot be achieved without partnerships involving Governments, international organizations, the business community and civil society. This concept is more relevant than ever when we are dealing with a challenge of such magnitude as the global HIV/AIDS epidemic.

As we know very well, the issue before us today is whether the special session is willing to take into account the views and experiences of a particular civil society organization: the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission. The active participation of this organization, which has already been accredited by the General Assembly, has been challenged by a group of 11 anonymous delegations. We have to assume that objections to the participation of this organization constitute an attempt to exclude it on the basis of its efforts to counteract discrimination based on sexual orientation.

Consequently, as the Assembly has heard, my own delegation, together with Canada and Norway, has submitted this amendment on the proposed list of participants for round table 2 in order to reinstate the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission in its proper place on the list. We encourage the delegations that believe that the leadership of Governments has to be complemented with the active involvement of civil society— including the parts of civil society that are most vulnerable to or at the greatest risk of HIV infection— to support our amendment to the list.

In line with this, the European Union just stated that we would appeal to the Organization of the Islamic Conference to withdraw its no-action motion and allow a decision on the issue in question: the proposal to reinstate the organization on the list.

The President: I give the floor to the representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.

Mr. Barg (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (spoke in Arabic): Before going into the substance of my statement, I would like to second the proposal of my colleague from Egypt to move directly to a vote. I second the motion immediately to vote on his motion.

I would like to draw attention to document A/S-26/3 concerning countries which may not be able to vote.

The President: I now give the floor to the representative of Norway.

Mr. Hønningstad (Norway): I speak against the Egyptian no-action motion on behalf of the sponsors of the amendment to the list, as stated in document A/S-26/L.1.

I listened very carefully to the argument presented by the proposer of the motion, Egypt, and by those who spoke in favour of it. They make a point relating to the intentions of paragraph 30 of the annex to resolution 55/242, which clearly states that decisions should be taken on a non-objection basis for final decision by the General Assembly.

What we have here is a small number of countries, through their misinterpretation of a decision already taken by the General Assembly, trying to limit the Assembly’s ability to take a final decision on non-governmental organization and civil society participation in the special session. That is absolutely a
misinterpretation, and those of us who participated in
the informal consultations that forwarded to the
General Assembly the draft resolution adopted as
resolution 55/242 know that very well. We had a
thorough discussion of all aspects of how it should be
interpreted.

But it is more than that. It is also a question of
what kind of organization the United Nations is, and
what kind of organization we are turning into. The
Secretary-General, in his report to the Millennium
Assembly (A/54/2000), named this as the greatest
challenge to the United Nations in this millennium: to
be open, transparent and relevant to the people, to civil
society, to the business community — to the world at
large. That is what this is really about. It is a fight
about the soul of the United Nations: in which
direction are we going?

Another thing relates to the practical
consequences if a no-action motion is adopted. That
would mean that we have no civil society or non-
governmental organization participation during the
session. If there is one area where we really need
partnerships and cooperation, it is in this area: the
battle against HIV/AIDS. Those organizations have a
world of deep expertise that this body really needs. The
United Nations can never be an organization, a
debating forum, a General Assembly for Governments:
that would be an organization that, in the long run,
would not have the right to life.

I appeal to the 11 delegations that object to the
participation of this non-governmental organization to
withdraw their motion.

The President: We have now heard two speakers
in favour of the motion and two against it. I shall now
put to the vote the motion submitted by the
representative of Egypt, that no action be taken on the
amendment contained in document A/S-26/L.1.

A recorded vote has been requested.

A recorded vote was taken.

In favour:
Algeria, Bahrain, Belarus, Benin, Bhutan, Brunei
Darussalam, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, China, Comoros,
Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Cuba, Djibouti, Egypt, El Salvador,
Gambia, Haiti, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of),
Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,
Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Namibia,
Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Russian
Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, South Africa,
Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Togo, Tunisia,
United Arab Emirates, United Republic of
Tanzania, Yemen

Against:
Andorra, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Cambodia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Fiji,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Grenada,
Guatemala, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Malta, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway,
Panama, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea,
Romania, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, Tuvalu, Ukraine, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States
of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia

Abstaining:
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Cape
Verde, Ethiopia, Ghana, Jamaica, Madagascar,
Mexico, Myanmar, Philippines, Rwanda, Saint
Lucia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Swaziland,
Tajikistan, Thailand, Zambia

The motion was rejected by 63 votes to 46, with
19 abstentions.

The President: I call on the representative of
Japan, who wishes to make a statement in explanation
of vote.

Mr. Akasaka (Japan): Japan voted against the
no-action motion, and I would like to give a brief
explanation of the reason we did so. A no-action
motion, in our view, would deprive Member States of
their liberty to express their views on the issue in
question. Japan has always opposed such no-action
motions as a matter of principle, whatever issues they
might concern.

The President: Since the motion for no action
was not adopted, the Assembly will next proceed in
accordance with rule 90 of the rules of procedure
to take a decision on the amendment contained in
I call on the representative of Pakistan on a point of order.

**Mr. Chaudhry** (Pakistan): Before we proceed any further with our business, I would request the President kindly to ascertain the status of the quorum in the Assembly under rule 67 of the rules of procedure.

**The President:** Since the representative of Pakistan asked about the quorum, the result of the previous vote clearly indicated that we have a quorum of 128.

I give the floor to the representative of the Sudan.

**Mr. Rahmtalla** (Sudan): Like my colleague from Japan, I want to address briefly the position of my delegation, stating why we have supported the no-action motion. My country has, for a long time, been a member of the non-governmental organization (NGO) committee. We have upheld the principles of transparency and of right and proper procedure.

Every one of us here knows very well that the principle of the non-objection basis is a very creative innovation. It is an innovation that has been created to facilitate the work and the participation of NGOs and civil society in the deliberations of the United Nations. The latest instance is the process that is going on for the International Conference on Financing for Development. However, I regret to state that the very unfortunate action the Assembly has taken today will create a very serious precedent in terms of future usage of that innovation. And I can bet you, Mr. President, that from now on, on every proposal on every committee and on every commission, you will have an objection to the principle of non-objection. And I think those who have supported the proposal should bear the responsibility for denying, in real terms, or facilitating the participation of NGOs and civil society.

Today we are in a very important session on HIV/AIDS. But we also have other important processes where responsible NGOs and civil society have been making a positive contribution to the work of the United Nations. I thought I should make that explanation.

**The President:** Now I give the floor to the representative of Norway.

**Mr. Hønningstad** (Norway): As I understand it, Mr. President, you ruled that the quorum was already established in the first vote we had on the same issue, and the quorum question cannot be relevant in this respect. I respect your ruling, Mr. President.

**The President:** I give the floor to the representative of Egypt.

**Mr. Roshdy** (Egypt): My delegation supports the proposal of Pakistan to check the quorum. Some time has passed since we took the vote, and I think all of us should pay some courtesy to our colleagues. Guided by rule 126 of the rules of procedure, explaining the meaning of the phrase “members present and voting”, we have to check the quorum because, I am sorry, I cannot agree with the current figure we have because we have only 109 members present and voting; this rule states that members who abstain from voting are considered as not voting. So this means that, in the next vote, if only 15 more members do not push any button, we do not have a quorum. So I think we had better check the quorum before proceeding to further actions.

**The President:** My ruling is that all those delegations that are present compose the quorum, even those that are not voting, if they are present. But now we shall go further. Since the motion for no-action is not adopted, the Assembly will next proceed, in accordance with rule 90 of the rules of procedure, to take a decision on the amendment contained in document A/S-26/L.1. A recorded vote has been requested.

I call on the representative of Malaysia.

**Ms. Abdul Aziz** (Malaysia): I believe that when we pushed the button earlier, it was to indicate how we stood on the no-action motion, and I do not believe that we were at the same time indicating the quorum in this house. I think to determine quorum, you would now have to determine it from this point on and not based on the indication given for a completely separate action.

While I have the floor, I would just like to say that my delegation finds it highly regrettable that the proposal put forward by the delegations of Canada, Norway and Sweden was made at all, that document A/S-26/L.1 was placed before us in this house. We believe that this proposal detracts from the importance of the issue for which the special session has been convened. With this proposal we have now compromised the participation of civil society actors
from proceedings in the house in the future, from this point on.

My delegation would just like to say that we hope the delegations of Canada, Norway and Sweden feel strongly enough about the proposal that they feel it justifies compromising the participation of all society actors in future forums in this house.

**Mr. President:** Before we go any further, may I refer to rule 67 of the rules of procedure. The second sentence reads, “The presence of a majority of the members shall be required for any decision to be taken.”

I give the floor to the representative of Pakistan.

**Mr. Chaudhry** (Pakistan): I had to respond after our Norwegian colleague spoke with regard to rule 67 because, after the first vote was taken, I noticed that some of the delegations were leaving the Hall. There is also a possibility that certain other delegations might not like to participate. They may not press any button, green, red, or yellow, in order to dissociate themselves from this wrong precedent we are going to set. It will be a very wrong precedent and a violation of the procedure agreed upon in resolution 55/242, as our Sudanese colleague also reminded us. So it is a possibility that we may not have any red, orange or green button pressed by anybody. People may not participate, and I saw some delegations leaving. So I would like to request you, Mr. President, to invoke rule 67 and take the quorum.

**Mr. President:** I give the floor to the representative of Norway on a point of order.

**Mr. Hønningstad** (Norway): Yes, it is a point of order based on rule 88. You, Sir, have already ruled that there is a quorum, and you have already announced the beginning of the voting, and according to rule 88 only points of order are then relevant.

**The President:** I have already given my ruling. Is there any representative that wishes to challenge my ruling on the quorum?

I give the floor to Egypt on a point of order.

**Mr. Rosdy** (Egypt): My delegation still believes that we need to check on the quorum, but if this is your ruling, Sir, then my delegation disassociates itself from this process. My delegation will not be pressing any button.

**The President:** May I ask the representative of Egypt, are you objecting to my ruling? If that is the case, I will put my ruling to a vote.

I will now put my ruling to a vote.

We are now voting on the quorum —

I give the floor to the representative of the Sudan on a point of order concerning my ruling that there is a quorum.

**Mr. Rahmtalla** (Sudan): I am making this point of order out of deep respect for Your Excellency, Sir. This is the General Assembly Hall. This is the most august body in the United Nations. Please do not allow representatives to stand up and shout in order to be seen and given the floor. I have been here in this building twice but I never saw such acts. I think we have to discipline ourselves and have this session proceed in a very smooth way.

**The President:** Now we are voting on my ruling on the quorum.

A recorded vote was taken.

**In favour:**
Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Bhutan, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cambodia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Fiji, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Grenada, Guatemala, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malta, Mexico, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Palau, Panama, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Russian Federation, San Marino, Singapore, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Swaziland, Sweden, Tajikistan, Thailand, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Tuvalu, Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia

**Against:**
China, Saint Lucia
The ruling was carried by 85 votes to 2, with 1 abstention.

The President: Does any delegation wish to speak in explanation of vote before the vote on the amendment proposed by Canada?

I give the floor to the representative of Egypt on a point of order.

Mr. Roshdy (Egypt): Just guided by the wisdom of the Secretariat, I would like to ask, Sir, if 87 people is a quorum? Because this proves what I said earlier: we do not have a quorum. So if we proceed to any further actions and those delegations that have disassociated themselves do not press any button, this means that we do not have a quorum.

The President: Once again, rule 67 clearly says that the presence of a majority of the members shall be required for any decision to be taken. The rule speaks of the presence, not of the voting. In the previous vote there was a clear quorum taking part in the decision-making process.

Mrs. Šimonović (Croatia): My delegation would like to join the list of sponsors of A/S-26/L.1.

Ms. Abdul Aziz (Malaysia): Being very new to the proceedings of this body, as well as to the whole of the United Nations, I have a question to pose to you, Sir. In my intervention earlier I indicated that the way I understood the vote was that there was a proposal made by the representative of Egypt calling for a no-action motion and you put it to a vote. You asked delegates to vote on that motion. When my delegation voted, it was only on that motion. Subsequently you ruled that this indication — our voting on that motion — also indicated that there was a quorum in this body.

But I have noticed that from that time on there have been people leaving and entering this Hall.

As I indicated earlier, I was a little confused as to how you could determine the presence of members, because, if there was a cut-off point in time, if the quorum was just based on the way we indicated our positions on the motion on the floor, then it would seem a bit strange, as the Assembly may not be taking into consideration the presence or absence of people who have entered or left this Hall since the vote.

When we cast our vote, it was only on one point — on the motion that was before us at that point in time. I beg your kind indulgence, Mr. President, in asking you how it is that you were able to determine that there was a quorum in this body.

The President: I have recognized the presence here of the representative of Malaysia. That is what rule 67 says: “the presence of a majority of the members”. I recognized the presence of a majority of the members through a vote and with my own eyes. This is just a waste of time, because we need to proceed to the vote and start the next plenary meeting at 3 p.m. I ask representatives to please help me to do this.

Again, it is a question of presence. Please — if a delegation is not present, it should not ask for the floor.

I call on the representative of Malaysia on a point of order.

Ms. Abdul Aziz (Malaysia): I may be wrong in this, but if that last remark was directed at me, then I think it was a little out of place, simply because your ruling, Mr. President, was that the presence of members was indicated by our votes on the no-action motion. I think that Malaysia stated its position on that matter. So if you are indicating that, if Malaysia is not present, it should not be taking the floor, then, of course, you are going against your own ruling. This is exactly why I was asking for some clarification. If you yourself, Sir, are going against the very point you are making, how I am to understand this matter? As I indicated earlier, I am very new in this house. I believe that whatever decisions we make here will be setting precedents in future, so I do not think that we are wasting time here. My delegation kindly asks for your indulgence and would like a reply on this.

The President: May I recall that the rules of procedure state that representatives, when asking to speak on a point of order, should use it for the purpose of a point of order and not for other things.

Now I am asking for the cooperation of delegations to go further.

Mr. Roshdy (Egypt): This is a very important process, and we are involved in a very important special session, so many delegations have many people accompanying their representatives. Maybe this is the only explanation for why we have a full room. For example, my delegation has five members sitting here,
but that does not mean that we are five delegations; we are five representatives in the same delegation. So I still cannot see how we can apply rule 67 of the rules of procedure to judge how many delegations are present, and I still support the proposal to check that there is a quorum.

The President: I call on those delegations who wish to speak in explanation of vote before the vote concerning the proposal made by the representative of Canada.

Mr. Alaei (Islamic Republic of Iran): I have asked for the floor in order to express my views and to comment on the question of a quorum. I think that we are in a state of procedural confusion at this moment. What I want to say is that, in ascertaining who is present or not present, we must use the rules of procedure of the General Assembly. It is not the physical recognition by the eyes of any person that determines who is present here and who is not present here. Rule 86 of the rules of procedure will clearly show us what determines the presence of delegations here.

What my delegation gathers and understands from rule 86 is that those delegations that have voted against or in favour or have abstained in the voting are considered to be present in the General Assembly. This is what we understand from rule 86. What does it mean? It means that those delegations that are absent during the voting are absent from the voting process. Therefore they are not present in the General Assembly procedurally, though they may be present physically.

I would draw your attention, Mr. President, to the result of the most recent vote taken in the General Assembly. The result was 85 in favour, two against and one abstention. That is a total of 88 members present in the General Assembly and participating in the voting. So, in our understanding, according to that result, a quorum has not been achieved.

We again appeal to you, Mr. President, to announce the quorum of the meeting related to the vote to be taken in a moment.

The President: I am going to interrupt those speakers who make statements other than in explanation of vote. The question of a quorum has already been decided.

Mr. Chaudry (Pakistan): With all due respect, I think that the presence of members is to be determined by the rules of procedure, not by rulings. Rule 86, rule 126 —

The President: I am terribly sorry to interrupt the representative of Pakistan, but now I am asking only for statements in explanation of vote — nothing else. We have to go on.

Mr. Pal (India): I wish to make a statement in explanation of vote.

We are clearly tackling an issue that is of the utmost sensitivity for a large number of delegations. There are social and religious sensibilities involved, and, clearly, these have to be respected.

However, in India, in our national AIDS policy, we recognize that homosexuals are a group at particular risk — a particularly vulnerable group. We recognize them as such, accepting facts, and therefore we believe that their voice should be heard in this special session of the General Assembly, without wishing to cause any offence to those whose, as I said, social and religious sensibilities are offended by the presence in normal circumstances of groups whose existence they would not wish to recognize.

Also, we looked at the provisions of resolution 55/242, which said, as many of our colleagues have reminded us, that the list of civil society actors should be presented by you, Mr. President, on a no-objection basis for final decision by the General Assembly. We recognize that the non-governmental organization (NGO) in question is not an NGO accredited to the Economic and Social Council — that is absolutely true — but it is also a fact which we take very seriously into account that the name was presented to the General Assembly in informal consultations after you had held your consultations, and this list was approved with this NGO on it. Therefore, it is a question of whether the NGO can speak in a round table.

We have one group of countries that objects to the presence of that NGO in the round table. The Canadian proposal, after you, Mr. President, withdrew the name of that NGO from the list, clearly also constitutes an objection to your amended list. We therefore are faced with a situation where in informal consultations of the plenary we have two sets of objections offsetting each
other; and in those circumstances, clearly, under the terms of resolution 55/242, the final decision rests with the General Assembly.

It is for these reasons that we voted against the no-action motion mooted by Egypt, and it is for the same reasons that we will vote in favour of the Canadian proposal.

The President: I appeal to every delegation that will take the floor to be as brief as possible, because we need to start a new plenary meeting.

I give the floor to the representative of Argentina.

Mr. Simón Padrós (Argentina) (spoke in Spanish): The delegation of Argentina would simply like to join the list of sponsors of the draft amendment submitted by the delegation of Canada.

The President: I call on the representative of Malaysia on a point of order.

Ms. Abdul Aziz (Malaysia): I regret having to take the floor for the third time, but I believe that the first time I spoke I posed a question to you, Mr. President. I said that my understanding, when you asked for us to indicate our vote on the no-action motion put forward by the representative of Egypt, was that that was what our vote indicated. I asked you, with all due respect, if that same vote was to carry more than one meaning, to please indicate that to us. And if that was how you meant it, Sir, then I do believe that it goes against how it was understood by most delegations in this house. Seeing as how that may not have been our understanding even if you had meant it to be so, I believe that you would have to call for another vote on the no-action motion posed by Egypt on the understanding that the recorded vote would indicate not just our stand on that no-action motion but would also indicate a quorum, our presence and whatever else we may want to decide that it would indicate.

Sir, I had asked this question, and then I asked it again during my second intervention. I regret that I have to take the floor on a point of order to ask this same question. When my delegation poses a question, we sincerely hope that it will receive a reply. Until now, it has not.

The President: With all due respect, I will answer your question once again. There is no question of the presence of the members. Whether or not each of those members chooses to vote is a sovereign right and decision which we cannot count.

I give the floor to the representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya on a point of order.

Mr. Barg (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (spoke in Arabic): It is indeed regrettable that the presidency has been acting in a way contrary to its action of Friday, 22 June, when it adopted a different style of work concerning the question of quorum.

We feel confused. Is the presidency consistent concerning the rules of procedure? If it is, then we would expect the presidency to apply the same criteria it applied on Friday afternoon concerning this question. Otherwise, with utmost regret we would say that the presidency is not applying the same principle. What is happening now is at best a tactic with which we do not agree.

The President: I appeal to members to give their explanations of vote. The question of the ruling of the President has already been decided.

I give the floor to the representative of Nigeria on a point of order.

Mr. Apata (Nigeria): I am taking the floor not to speak on the merits or demerits of the draft amendment, or whether we have a quorum or not, or whether your ruling was in order or not; that is not the issue. The Nigerian delegation is simply concerned and, indeed, worried about the whole turn of events since about 1 p.m. I can, without doubt, even hazard a guess as to what the headlines will be in the newspapers tomorrow, in The New York Times, in Le Monde, in the Daily Times of Nigeria: that the special session on HIV/AIDS has turned into a contest between the supporters of gays and those who are hostile to the gay community. That is not the purpose of this special session.

Consequently, it occurs to the Nigerian delegation that it might be wise for us not to proceed to take action on the present draft amendment, and I would therefore urge my Canadian friends and the other sponsors of that draft to tarry a little and let us, outside the premises of this grand Hall — perhaps in one of our smaller rooms, under one of the Vice-Presidents of the General Assembly — meet and further reflect on this draft instead of forcing it to a vote. Because, instead of the draft declaration we are going to adopt on HIV/AIDS, what will be the focus of the
international community tomorrow, and for the rest of the week, will be this particular draft amendment, which is not the substance of this meeting. I would therefore urge you, Mr. President, and urge the sponsors of the draft amendment to please delay action on it.

The President: I have invited speakers to make their explanations of vote.

Mr. Akasaka (Japan): Indeed, following your instructions and guidance, Mr. President, Japan would like to briefly explain its voting position on the draft amendment put forward by Canada and other countries.

Japan did not have any objection to the original list of selected accredited civil society actors for participation in the plenary debate and the round tables, including the representative of the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission in round table two. We did not have any objection to the participation of the non-governmental organization in question.

It is, however, regrettable that the General Assembly now has to call for a vote on this issue, despite the General Assembly resolution that states that the list of selected accredited civil society actors is expected to be considered on a non-objection basis. We are still doubtful that voting is the best solution to this delicate and important issue.

From this point of view, Japan will regretfully abstain in the voting on the draft amendment proposed by Canada and other countries.

Mr. Alaei (Iran): First, I would like to associate myself with the statement made by the representative of Malaysia, and express my regret that the question has been put before us regarding legal matters that have not been answered.

Pursuant to paragraph 30 of the annex to resolution 55/242, the General Assembly is to consider the participation of civil society actors in the round tables on a non-objection basis. On that basis, several countries have communicated their objections in writing to the President of the General Assembly regarding the participation of the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission in the round tables.

In my understanding, the principle of non-objection means that if even one Member State objects, that organization cannot participate in the meetings, and an objection raised by any Member State is not a matter for discussion in the General Assembly. It is our firm conviction that any interpretation that runs contrary to the current practice of the accreditation of non-governmental organizations to different conferences, which has been clearly developed by the General Assembly over the past decade, will hamper the spirit of consensus and general understanding inherent in resolution 55/242 and will hamper similar future processes. This is entirely undesirable in any framework.

Having said this, my delegation would like to disassociate itself from the voting process that started with the submission of the proposal contained in document A/S-26/L.1.

Mr. Chaudhry (Pakistan): We, too, regret that on such an important issue we are resorting to the practice of voting, whereas in all international conferences and major events we had adhered to the principle of consensus. It is indeed a regrettable and very sad precedent for future conferences.

We fully share the view that our Japanese colleague expressed, that we should not have resorted to voting on such an important matter. We also would like to disassociate ourselves from the voting process, and we will not be pressing any button — green, red or yellow. We would request that this be recognized and reflected in the records. We further believe that different standards have been followed in determining the quorum, based on the two sets of votes that were held earlier.

We would also like to state for the record that our objection is based on a matter of principle - that under the principle of non-objection every State has a right to object to the presence of any civil society actor that does not have consultative status with the United Nations or the Economic and Social Council. We regret that the objections raised by a number of delegations
have been ignored. We urge our interlocutors to show respect for the process and procedures. We therefore would like to disassociate ourselves from this violation of the procedures and would not like to participate in the voting by pressing any button.

Mr. Rahmtalla (Sudan): I have two points. The first, again, I make out of deep respect for you, Mr. President: every President of the General Assembly is very keen to leave behind a legacy.

The representative of Malaysia has asked you three times a very simple question, but a very, very serious question, and that is regarding the quorum. My humble experience is that there has been no President of the General Assembly who has ruled on the issue of the quorum because it would have created a very serious precedent.

The President: I have asked for explanations of vote, and the question of the quorum has already been decided. There is no question on that. I appeal to the representative of the Sudan to finish his explanation of vote.

Mr. Rahmtalla (Sudan): That is part of the whole process. It has to go on record; that is very important.

With respect to the explanation of the position of my delegation, we would like to disassociate ourselves from the coming vote for the simple reason that I stated earlier. We think that the principle of non-objection basis has been a creative and innovative principle. The action that we will be taking here will jeopardize the application of that principle in the future.

Mr. Ali (Djibouti): I am taking the floor just to record our position on the forthcoming vote. We would like to disassociate ourselves from the whole process and we are not going to press any button.

While I have the floor, may I ask you, Sir, for a clarification? When I look at the record of the voting we undertook a few minutes ago, I see the recorded votes of those who voted in favour, of those who voted against and of those who abstained, but it does not show the status of those who were present and did not participate in the voting. What is the status of those who were present but did not participate in the voting?

Ms. Abdul Aziz (Malaysia): I regret that, up to now, I have still not received a reply to the question I posed. Obviously, it is a futile exercise, so I shall refrain from putting the question again, only again not to receive a reply.

I should just like to state very clearly that my delegation would like to disassociate itself from this process. We find it regrettable and rather shameful that we have been subjected to this process for the past two hours. I think it calls into question the credibility of this house as to how votes are being read.

We would also like to disassociate ourselves from this process because we now fear that, if we do cast a vote on this proposal, it could also very creatively be read to mean other things. We now fear what casting one vote would also translate itself to mean into other things.

Mr. Al-Sulaiti (Qatar) (spoke in Arabic): Without giving a detailed speech, and due to the reasons presented by the delegations of Egypt, Malaysia, Iran, Pakistan, Sudan and others, my delegation will also not participate in the voting.

Mr. Al-Mazrou (Saudi Arabia) (spoke in Arabic): My delegation adds its name to the list of countries that will not participate in the voting because we deeply regret all the time that is being wasted on this issue instead of discussing substantial points of the declaration to be issued by this special session. For the reasons that have been presented by various representatives, we will not participate in the voting.

Mr. Al-Dosari (Bahrain) (spoke in Arabic): Briefly, my delegation wishes to associate itself with the statements made by the brotherly States members of the Organization of the Islamic Conference to the effect that we will not participate in the voting.

Mr. Al-Absi (United Arab Emirates) (spoke in Arabic): I wish to add my voice to those of the representatives of Egypt, Pakistan and others who have spoken. We disassociate ourselves from this process and shall not vote on this draft resolution.

Mr. Al Saidi (Kuwait) (spoke in Arabic): Very briefly, because we do not wish to waste any more time, my delegation disassociates itself from the voting process for the same reasons that have been given by
the representatives of Egypt, Pakistan and the other Islamic countries.

Mr. Al-Hinai (Oman): My delegation is taking the floor to announce that it is disassociating itself from the voting process and will not be participating in the voting.

Ms. Haj Ali (Syrian Arab Republic) (spoke in Arabic): My delegation joins its voice to the States members of the Organization of the Islamic Conference in not participating in the voting and in disassociating ourselves from the process.

Mrs. Mint Mohamed Saleck (Mauritania) (spoke in French): My delegation has taken the floor to announce that we will not be participating in the voting.

Mr. Asad (Jordan) (spoke in Arabic): Let me add my voice to those of the States members of the Organization of the Islamic Conference in stating that we will not participate in the voting.

Mr. Diab (Lebanon): (spoke in Arabic): Briefly, my delegation joins those members of the Organization of the Islamic Conference who have preceded us in stating that it will not participate in the voting.

Mr. Barg (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (spoke in Arabic): Mr. President, we are very sorry that at this difficult moment you are unable to pronounce the name of our country. We are the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, not Republic. We have surpassed the stage of republics, which we see reflected here in this Hall, and we are quite proud of the fact that we took this step back on 1 September 1969.

My delegation thinks that, as expressed in paragraph 30 of the annex to resolution 55/242, Member States have the right to decide which civil society actors will participate in the work of the General Assembly on the basis of non-objection.

We know that there are countries that have objected to the participation of a certain non-governmental organization, and we have always followed the rule of non-objection. It has been the backbone of consensus in the negotiations among us here.

We consider that it is not the right of anyone to question this principle or to question the objective basis on which countries express their views in objecting to the participation of that organization.

I want to add that we are setting a very dangerous precedent for the future of the General Assembly. This ruling will bring harm, first and foremost, to the developing countries, whose turn will come in the near future. We do not think that this new precedent will ease the problems that we are facing. In fact, they will make them more complex and difficult. On this basis, my delegation considers that it is not possible to participate in a voting process that is sorely lacking in terms of transparency, neutrality and the application of certain of the General Assembly’s own rules and procedures. We are very sorry about this.

My delegation dissociates itself from this voting process. We will not participate in the voting, and we want this to be reflected in the records of this meeting.

The President: I thank the representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. No doubt that I made a mistake when I first said “Republic”. I tried to correct my announcement, but the microphone was already switched over to the representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.

Because round table 1 is about to start, we need a decision here. I ask that speakers make their comments as brief as possible.

Mr. Al-Douri (Iraq) (spoke in Arabic): Iraq has been deprived of its right to vote in the General Assembly by virtue of Article 19. If we had the right to vote we would dissociate ourselves from the process and not participate in the vote because we think that these procedures are not correct and are contrary to the traditional practices of the General Assembly.

Iraq supports the countries that have expressed the desire not to participate in the vote, because this is a very dangerous precedent in the work of the United Nations.

Mr. Trifuhovic (Bosnia and Herzegovina): We would like to not take part in the voting, and we would like to support the decision made by the Organization of the Islamic Conference.

The President: We have heard the last speaker in explanation of vote before the voting.

The following countries have joined the list of sponsors of draft amendment A/S-26/L.1: Argentina, Croatia and Luxembourg.

A recorded vote has been requested.
A recorded vote was taken.

In favour:
Andorra, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Fiji, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Micronesia (Federated States of), Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Palau, Panama, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, San Marino, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia

Against:
None

Abstaining:
Algeria, Angola, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belarus, Belize, Bhutan, Botswana, Cameroon, Cuba, Ethiopia, Grenada, Haiti, Jamaica, Japan, Lesotho, Madagascar, Myanmar, Namibia, Nigeria, Philippines, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Swaziland, Thailand, Zambia

Draft amendment A/S-26/L.1 was adopted by 62 votes to none, with 30 abstentions.

[The delegation of Peru subsequently informed the Secretariat that it had intended to vote in favour of the amendment.]

The President: I shall now call on those representatives who wish to explain their vote or position on the amendment just adopted.

Mr. Apata (Nigeria): A simple question that occurs to the Nigerian delegation is, “What is the purpose of this special session?” I believe that the purpose is to arrive at a global action plan to combat HIV/AIDS. This session is not about gays and lesbians — surely not. That is not to deny that fact that they are a vulnerable group in the context of HIV/AIDS. To focus attention on the participation of that group in this session is to detract from the seriousness which we as representatives of Member States, and which the entire international community, ought to attach to that scourge, which has wreaked tremendous havoc on many communities in the world, particularly on the African continent.

As we stated earlier on, we are concerned that the headlines in all the newspapers around the globe tomorrow — and indeed for months to come — will focus on this controversy instead of on the action plan to combat the epidemic. Having had the honour of hosting the African Special Summit on HIV/AIDS, at which a bold action plan was agreed upon and at which the issue of gays and lesbians was not a focus, Nigeria cannot be party to this controversy. We must hold on to the sanctity of the Abuja Declaration and Framework on HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and other Related Infectious Diseases of 27 April 2001.

Let me make it known, for the record, that our national law is manifestly against sodomy. That and the sanctity of the Abuja Declaration are why the Nigerian delegation deemed it appropriate to abstain in the vote on the amendment.

Mr. Navarrete (Mexico) (spoke in Spanish): The delegation of Mexico abstained in the vote on the no-action motion because, unfortunately, we felt that there was insufficient clarity about the way in which the non-objection procedure and the subsequent final decision by the General Assembly should be applied. That lack of clarity was seen also in last Friday’s informal consultations on this matter, when the representative of the Legal Counsel pointed out that to date no formal written opinion had been formulated about how the two elements of the procedure — objection and subsequent final decision by the Assembly — should be applied. My delegation considers that it would be appropriate to have a formal opinion from the Legal Counsel so that we can tread on firmer ground when procedural questions arise about the issue of non-objection and subsequent final decision by the General Assembly.

The delegation of Mexico voted in favour of the proposal by Canada, Norway, Sweden and other countries because we are convinced of the importance of participation by non-governmental organizations and representatives of civil society. Such participation should be defined broadly, consistent with the diversity and richness of opinion that such organizations can contribute to our debates. That is especially true when the Assembly is discussing, as it is today, questions of great importance to all of our societies.
The President: I call on the representative of Pakistan on a point of order.

Mr. Chaudhry (Pakistan): We would like to hear the understanding of the President and of the Office of Legal Affairs about what these numbers mean. We know that there are 62 countries that would like to see the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission on the list. Our understanding of rule 67 of the rules of procedure was that the presence of a majority of members would be required for any decision to be taken. We seek guidance as to how this works out.

The President: I call on the representative of South Africa on a point of order.

Mr. Kumalo (South Africa): It is with very great reluctance and a heavy heart that I take the floor now, because I think that in the past two and a half hours we have been on a road that will make working in the United Nations more difficult than it now is. This is a session about people who are dying of HIV/AIDS. The people who are dying of HIV/AIDS are white people, black people, gay people, non-gay people — all people. Our experience in South Africa is that this is a disease that knows no differentiation.

All along, we would have preferred that this matter not get to the point where it is. We regret that we have come to this point. But above all, we regret that this process is now questioning the motives of those who choose to abstain, those who choose not to participate and those who choose to vote in favour. I do not apologize to anybody for having voted “yes” on this. As victims of past discrimination in our country, we are very sensitive when people are being discriminated against.

But this is not about discrimination; this is about people who are dying of HIV/AIDS. I truly regret that we have come to the stage we have reached, and I appeal to all delegations: we need those who chose not to participate; they are very good Members of the United Nations. We need those who chose to participate; they are very good Members of the United Nations. I would feel regret and sorrow if we were to question one another’s motives. I urge that we view this as a bump on the road and move forward together, and that we really be concerned about the people who are dying of this disease.

The President: I call on the representative of the Sudan on a point of order.

Mr. Rahmtalla (Sudan): I found it a bit difficult when a point of order was raised by the representative of Pakistan on a very important and serious issue. I think it is serious for every Member State here because we are talking about the future, as well. The representative of Pakistan questioned the legitimacy of this decision, and he wanted to be absolutely sure the decision we have taken is correct in terms of the quorum and in terms of the majority required. That was a question you were asked three times, Mr. President, by the representative of Malaysia, but no answer was given to her.

The President: The representative of the Sudan and the representative of Pakistan have asked about the grounds for the decision. I think we are all quite familiar already with rule 67 of the rules of procedure, which clearly indicates that the presence of a majority of the members shall be required for any decision to be taken. We had the presence of a majority of members here in the plenary Hall when the decision was taken. Sixty-two votes were made in favour, none against, with 30 abstentions.

I call on the representative of Saint Lucia, who wishes to speak in explanation of vote or position.

Ms. Leonce (Saint Lucia): My delegation regrets having to take the floor to explain our non-participation in the process. We are very disheartened by this whole process, and we think it is a misuse of our productive time in the light of the serious issues we have come here to discuss. We think it is a major distraction from the process before us. My delegation also thinks we have set a very dangerous precedent for the future work of the General Assembly. If we had followed principle and procedure we would not have found ourselves discussing, and wasting time on, such a non-issue, which should never have come before us.

The President: I give the floor to the representative of Pakistan as a point of order.

Mr. Chaudhry (Pakistan): Mr. President, our question was not with regard to the quorum. We respected your ruling and we are not raising that. Rule 67 says that for any decision to be taken, the presence of a majority of members shall be required. Rule 84 says that for any amendment, a two-thirds majority is required. We just want to know what the number of 62
votes mean. It is not half of the membership. We just want to know whether it is a simple majority or a two-thirds majority. We would benefit from a legal opinion in this regard.

**The President:** Rules 83 and 84 are meant to be valid when there are proposals related to important questions, when a two-thirds majority is needed. They are not the valid rules in this connection. We have a result from the vote indicating that the majority of the members present and voting have voted in favour of the amendment. That is why I have declared that it has been adopted.

Now we shall proceed to take a decision on the list of selected accredited civil society actors for participation in the debate in the plenary and in the round tables, as originally proposed in my letter of 13 June 2001, subsequently revised by my letter of 21 June 2001, and orally corrected during the 104th plenary meeting of the fifty-fifth regular session of the General Assembly, on 22 June 2001, as contained in the annex to conference room paper HIV/AIDS/CRP.6, and as amended.

May I take it that the Assembly decides to adopt the list of selected accredited civil society actors for participation in the debate of the plenary and in the round tables, as originally proposed in my letter of 13 June 2001, subsequently revised by my letter of 21 June 2001, and orally corrected during the 104th plenary meeting of the fifty-fifth regular session of the General Assembly, on 22 June 2001, as contained in the annex to conference room paper HIV/AIDS/CRP.6, and as amended?

*It was so decided.*

*The meeting rose at 3.50 p.m.*